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ABSTRACT 

The prevalence of autism is continuing to grow and require additional attention 

and services to the individuals who provide the necessary supports to the child with 

autism. Supports to caregivers of children with autism through training in strategies of 

applied behavior analysis may be helpful in increasing caregivers self-efficacy and 

decreasing stress, while they learn methods of improving the child's behaviors. It is 

necessary to research effective treatment strategies that will modify behavior, improve 

support services available to families with autism, and prove to be an effective tool for 

parents, respite care providers, and professionals. The question this study intended to 

answer was whether training in applied behavior analysis strategies would decrease 

caregiver stress in teaching appropriate behaviors and managing inappropriate behaviors, 

while increasing confidence for teaching appropriate behaviors and managing 

inappropriate behaviors. This study provided training in applied behavior analysis 

strategies to six individuals who provide care for children with autism. To measure stress 

and self-confidence, the researcher developed stress and confidence measures, in addition 

to a General Self-Efficacy measure. 

The findings showed the pretest-to-posttest changes in means on each measure to 

be in the predicted directions, with increases in general self-efficacy and confidence 

measures, and decreases in the stress measure. But the changes did not reach statistical 

significance. The results indicated that there were significant relationships between 
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pretest general self-efficacy and how long the participant had provided care for a child 

with autism, pretest confidence for managing inappropriate behaviors and confidence for 

teaching appropriate behaviors, posttest stress for teaching appropriate behaviors and 

relationship to the child, posttest stress for managing inappropriate behaviors and 

relationship to the child, posttest stress for teaching appropriate behaviors and posttest 

confidence for teaching appropriate behaviors, and posttest confidence for teaching 

appropriate behaviors and posttest confidence for managing inappropriate behaviors. The 

participant's evaluations of the program were very positive. These findings suggest that 

further training and support to caregivers may lead to decreased stress levels and 

increased self-efficacy for both teaching appropriate behaviors and managing 

inappropriate behaviors. This is essential in providing supports to individuals who are 

responsible for the caring for children with autism and providing a positive learning 

environment for them. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Support to caregivers of children with autism through training in strategies of 

applied behavior analysis may be· helpful in increasing caregiver' s self-efficacy and 

decreasing their stress, while the caregivers learn methods of improving the child's 

behaviors. Maurice, Mannion, Letso, and Perry (2001) report that the need for supports 

for families with children diagnosed with autism is recognized in the area of respite 

services; however, there is little support for parents and primary caregivers in helping 

them find the most effective treatment methods. Autism typically affects the 

development of language, cognition, and social interaction. Sundberg and Partington 

(1998) proposed that early intervention is beneficial to avoid reinforcing undesirable 

behaviors as a means of communication. Abelson (1999) noted that maladaptive or 

inappropriate behaviors lead to parental stress, respite worker burnout, and lack of social 

acceptance of children with autism. It is necessary to research effective treatment 

strategies that would modify behaviors, improve support services to families with autism, 

and prove to be an effective tool for parents, respite care providers, and professionals. 

Heflin and Alberto (2001) reported that applied behavior analysis (ABA) has been 

identified as a method of therapy used to provide effective instruction to children with 

autism. ABA has been identified as a method of changing or altering behaviors by 

manipulating antecedents and consequences to enable the child to grow and make 

progress in social settings. Because children with autism are at times disruptive to their 

environment, it is important to research means of addressing these behaviors in a positive 

learning environment, by providing training on interventions and strategies, to those 
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2 
responsible for the care of individuals diagnosed with autism. Simpson (2001) concluded 

that many studies demonstrn,te the benefits of applied behavior analysis, but the 

availability and accessibility of trained, competent staff is lacking, or when available, is 

expensive and therefore remains unavailable as an actual treatment method for many 

families. Published literature documents parents' struggle to understand their child's 

disability, and to obtain information on available treatments. Maurice, Mannion, Letso, 

and Perry (2001) point out that parents become frustrated when they find a training 

method they are willing to pursue, such as ABA, that has been proven through research 

as effective, but requires individuals to be competent in its implementation. Thus there is 

a need for training strategies that provide caregivers with the skills to implement specific 

treatment programs. 

This research examined the effectiveness of a program that provided parent and 

staff training in applied behavior analysis strategies for teaching appropriate behaviors. 

The training was expected to serve several purposes: to decrease anxiety and increase 

self-efficacy about working with children with autism; to decrease stress on the family 

structure and the responsible care provider; and to provide a positive learning 

environment for the child to become an active member of the community, exhibiting 

appropriate behaviors in social settings. 

This study identified families in the local community that have a child diagnosed 

with autism through collaboration with the Redwood Coast Regional Center, Humboldt 

Child Care Council, and Humboldt Community Access and Referral Center. Four self

report measures relating to self-efficacy and stress for teaching appropriate behaviors and 



3 
managing inappropriate behaviors, and also a general self-efficacy measure, were 

administered to parents and respite care staff to determine baseline self-efficacy and 

stress ratings. These self-report measures were administered before and after 

participation in the training. By looking at the levels of self-efficacy and stress and the 

factors that relate to these in both respite care workers and family members, the research 

sought to determine if the training was effective in increasing perceived self-efficacy for 

managing these behaviors, while decreasing anxiety and stress involved in care giving. 

Maladaptive behaviors include but are not limited to: tantrums, self-stimulation, property 

destruction, aggression, social withdrawal, screaming, and elopement. Adaptive 

behaviors include but are not limited to: appropriate communication of wants and needs, 

independent self-help skills, and social interaction skills. 



REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The literature review defines the need for increased training for individuals 

responsible for the care of children diagnosed with autism. Furthermore, the literature 

suggests that providing basic training in applied behavior analysis to respite care staff and 

parents, may decrease stress and anxiety, about teaching alternative behaviors, as well as 

about managing disruptive and challenging behaviors. The literature suggests that 

apprehension about full inclusion in the public school system is based on the premise that 

children with autism are disruptive in the classroom setting. Management of disruptive 

behaviors requires additional staff and deters from the academic setting of the classroom. 

In addition, literature suggests that a child with autism can cause the family unit to suffer 

negative consequences because of the need for added supports and constant attention. 

Respite care staff has been identified in the literature as an integral and necessary support 

for assisting families with the responsibilities of caring for and teaching a child with 

special needs, while supporting the child in his or her natural home environment. Respite 

care provides both the child and the family with a change in atmosphere. 

The literature review provides an overview of autism; the implications of such a 

diagnosis, and the difficulty of determining what treatment method will be most 

beneficial. Current training methods and resources were identified and implemented 

based on identified need areas from available research. 

4 
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Definition of Autism 

Maurice, Green, and Luce (1996) described autism as characterized by a number 

of deficits and excesses in several areas of functioning, including deficits in 

communication, play skills and social interactions, restricted range of interests and 

activities, unusual responses to sensory stimuli, and attention problems; inappropriate 

behaviors such as tantrums, self-stimulation, property destruction, aggression, social 

withdrawal, screaming, and elopement; and difficulty with learning or processing 

information. Katsiyannis and Reid (1999) reported that autism is currently believed to be 

th~ result of a neurological disorder that affects both verbal and non-verbal 

communication, as well as social skills and abilities. The literature indicated that there is 

no one cure for autism, nor is there one set of conclusively defining characteristics of 

autism. A diagnosis of autism must be based on direct observation and information 

obtained from individuals involved directly with the child. Assessment tools, such as 

behavioral checklists, scatterplots, and standardized assessments, are available to assist in 

diagnosis and to identify the severity of delay the child exhibits developmentally. As 

each child may differ in degree of autism and autism-like characteristics, a generalized 

behavioral profile of the child with autism has not been possible. There is a wide range 

of behaviors that have been identified to be associated with autism that a child may or 

may not exhibit. A diagnosis of autism is typically made around three years of age. 

Lovaas (1987) has researched and stressed the importance of early intervention in the 

effectiveness of intervention programs that are implemented at an early age with the 
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child. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders by the American 

Psychiatric Association (2000) defines autism as a combination of qualitative 

impairments in social interaction, qualitative impairments in communication, and 

restricted and stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests, or activities. In addition, delays 

or abnormal functioning in social interaction, language for the function of social 

communication, and symbolic or imaginative play are also componen~s in the diagnostic 

criteria for autism, when the potential for other disorders to be accountable for the delays 

or impairments have been ruled out. 

Maladaptive behaviors are defined to include but are not limited to: tantrums, 

self-stimulation, property destruction, aggression, social withdrawal, screaming, and 

elopement. Sundberg and Partington (1998) pointed out that behaviors defined to be 

maladaptive behaviors often serve the function of communication of wants and needs, 

escape from an undesirable task, or avoidance of an undesirable task for children with 

autism. Sundberg and Partington (1998) stated that analyzing the antecedents and 

consequences of the displayed behavior is necessary in order to change the behavior and 

teach a more desirable replacement behavior. Skinner (1953) laid the groundwork for 

. behaviorists in identifying the basics of functional analysis of behavior. He reported that 

in order to study the independent variables, it is important to begin with a physical 

description. Skinner (1953) also emphasized the stimulus and how the stimulus functions 

to maintain the behavior. Abelson (1999) noted that social support, in the form of respite 

care, is essential to meet the needs of families and children with autism and to maintain 

children in home environments. In addition to providing for respite services for families 
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of children with autism, it is also important to provide effective training for individuals 

responsible for implementin~ programs to address maladaptive behaviors. Sharpley and 

Bitsika (1997) concluded that previous research showed increased levels of parental 

stress and anxiety to be associated with the child's maladaptive behaviors, with apparent 

effects ranging from parent's work being affected, to the child's access to social activities 

suffering. 

Treatment for Children with Autism 

Sundberg and Partington (1998) in a book entitled Teaching Language to 

Chfldren with Autism and Other Developmental Disabilities provided an in-depth guide 

to teaching verbal language through behavior modification. They reported that inability 

to communicate or delays in language development are often associated with the presence 

and emergence of negative behaviors. Sundberg and Partington stated that early 

intervention might reduce or eliminate negative behaviors, as the sooner the negative 

behaviors are addressed, the fewer chances they have of being reinforced. The longer the 

behavior has been reinforced as a way for the child to communicate, the stronger the 

behavior becomes and thus is difficult to eliminate or replace. In teaching a child 

appropriate means to communicate, the use of applied behavior analysis, or behavior 

modification, has been identified as the most successful approach for children with 

autism (e.g., Lovaas, 1987; McEachin, Smith, and Lovaas, 1993; Maurice, Green, and 

Luce, 1996; Leaf and McEachin, 1999). Sundberg and Partington (1998) pointed out that 

this approach, however successful, requires that the individuals conducting the behavioral 
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strategies be trained in the implementation of techniques used in applied behavior 

analysis, and these individuals may also need to learn to teach alternatives to spoken 

communication, should the child need to include augmentative communication into their 

language program. As the literature reveals that applied behavior analysis is an effective 

treatment intervention for children with autism, it has also revealed that there are specific 

skills needed to implement such a program. 

This need for skill development in the individuals responsible for the child was 

addressed through my study by focusing on training in basic behavior modification 

strategies. Sundberg and Partington's agency Behavior Analysts, Inc. has developed 

training material entitled "Quick Tips" (2001) as a resource for training parents and 

paraprofessionals. The concept and materials for the "Quick Tips" are based in part on 

Teaching Language to Children with Autism or Other Developmental Disabilities 

(Sundberg & Partington, 1998) and Teaching Children with La.nguage Delays: A 

Handbook of Strategies and Techniques for the Classroom (Sullivan, Sundberg, 

Partington, Ming, & Acquisto, 1997). The "Quick Tips" (2001) focus on teaching 

appropriate behaviors, but not on managing maladaptive behaviors. Although managing 

maladaptive behaviors is not a focus of the training, we were interested in measuring self

efficacy and stress related to maladaptive behaviors. Training in managing maladaptive 

behaviors can be obtained through the Professional Assault Response Training (PART), 

which is offered to caregivers. The "Quick Tips" (2001) training material was used in the 

training that was conducted and evaluated in this study. 
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Leaf and McEachin (1999) published a book entitled A Work in Progress, which 

includes information on behavior management strategies and treatment for children with 

autism. They point out that many factors can lead to stress when managing maladaptive 

behaviors. The environment itself can create an atmosphere of stress. Leaf and 

McEachin discuss strategies for how the caregiver can maintain not only a calm 

environment, but also to keep themselves calm, as this will often help to either de

escalate a situation or prevent the escalation of problematic behaviors. This book also 

provides a source for individuals seeking to find an intervention for their child with 

autism, as it provides information on intensive behavioral intervention, reinforcement, 

disruptive behaviors, programs for disruptive behaviors, toilet training, play and social 

skills, and extensive curricula for discrete trial teaching. Their source provides support 

for the need for parents and caregivers to learn behavioral support strategies, such as 

would be provided in the current study. Leaf and McEachin reported that the results of 

treatment are dependent on the early age of onset of treatment, as did Lovaas (1987); 

McEachin, Smith, and Lovaas ( 1993); Maurice, Green, and Luce (1996); and Sundberg 

and Partington (1998). They also reported that the treatment results are dependent on the 

quality of treatment, the child's cognitive capacity, and consistency in the home 

environment. The consistency in the home and other environments is an important goal in 

the current project, as the child will learn to generalize skills when they are presented 

across all environments. Consistency across all environments will also decrease the 

occurrence of reinforcement of inappropriate behaviors, while increasing the 

reinforcement for appropriate behaviors . 
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Maurice, Green, and Luce ( 1996) stated that finding and processing information 

on available treatments for autism is difficult not only for parents, but for professionals as 

well. Maurice, Green, and Luce proposed that every moment that a child participates in 

an effective treatment program is beneficial, but that it is critical to identify the effective 

programs versus the ineffective programs, as participation in ineffective programs wastes 

valuable time for the child. Furthermore, Maurice, Green, and Luce reviewed research 

that supported applied behavior analysis as an effective treatment method for children 

with autism, specifically with early intervention, capitalizing on moments when the child 

is young. They recommended that for any program the information and specific 

guidelines of the program be investigated and explained prior to implementation. In 

addition, Maurice, Green, and Luce reviewed research and concluded that intensive 

instruction using the methods of applied behavior analysis is consistently recommended. 

They also concluded that intervention results show greater success with early intervention 

beginning before the child is five years old. In addition, implementation of applied 

behavior analysis strategies should be done by individuals with extensive training in these 

methods along with someone with advanced training to oversee the program. They also 

reported that the costs of intensive behavioral intervention programs are high, but when 

weighed against the gains achieved, the costs are minimal compared to lifelong support. 

In the present study, the "Quick Tips" training strategies (Behavior Analysts, Inc., 2001) 

will provide a basic understanding of teaching and reinforcement strategies based on 

applied behavior analysis so that parents and caregivers can build their skill level. 
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Lovaas (1987), in an article titled Behavioral Treatment and Normal Educational 

and Intellectual Functioning in Young Autistic Children, reported the results of an 

applied behavior analysis program for two groups of young autistic children. The study 

consisted of 38 participants being assigned to one of two groups: an Intensive Treatment 

Group that received at least 40 hours of one-to-one treatment hours per week, or a 

Minimal Treatment Group that received 10 or less hours per week of treatment. A third 

Comparison Group consisted of 21 young autistic children who did not receive any 

treatment from this intervention, but might have received other services from their 

communities. The intervention project, which began in 1970, aimed at maximizing 

behavioral treatment gains by having young autistic children be exposed to treatment 

throughout most of their waking hours, for several years. The project conducted by 

Lovaas (1987) focused on children four years and younger, as this age group was 

believed to generalize material easier as well as to maintain treatment gains. The results 

showed that the children in the experimental and control groups did not differ 

significantly on pretreatment measures, but thatat follow-up, around age seven, the 

Intensive Treatment Group participants scored significantly better than the Minimal 

Treatment and Control Group participants in intellectual and educational functioning. 

One main limitation reported in the study involves the ability to replicate the treatment. 

Individuals who performed the treatment had extensive prior theoretical study and 

supervised practical experience in one-to-one behavioral treatment with individuals with 

developmental disabilities. These findings are paramount to my study, as it has been 
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identified that training in behavior strategies is critical in the treatment of children with 

autism. 

McEachin, Smith, and Lovaas (1993) conducted a follow-up study of children 

with autism, from the previous study by Lovaas in 1987. This study included the original 

Intensive Treatment and Minimal Treatment Groups, but the Comparison Group was no 

longer available. The initial study consisted of participants under the age of four. The 

follow-up study was conducted when the Intensive Treatment Group participants were at 

a mean age of 13 years. The Minimal Treatment Group participants were reported to be 

slightly younger, since in the original study by Lovaas (1987), the first children to be 

referred were assigned to the Intensive Treatment Group, and later referrals were 

assigned to the Minimal Treatment Group. McEachin, Smith, and Lovaas found similar 

findings as those in the previous study by Lovaas (1987); however, this study also 

answered questions pertaining to long-term outcomes of the specific treatment method. 

During this study, participants for the Intensive Treatment Group had a mean age of 13; 

therefore it had been on average nine years since beginning the study and six years since 

completion of first grade (the criteria of success for normal functioning included 

completing first grade independently, as well as having scored within the normal range 

on standardized intelligence tests). Results indicated that participants in the Intensive 

Treatment Group had maintained intellectual functioning levels since the assessments 

conducted at age seven. In addition, the Intensive Treatment Group participants showed 

higher levels of functioning on measures of adaptive behavior and personality compared 

to the Minimal Treatment Group. Also, it was reported that the nine Intensive Treatment 
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Group participants showed average intelligence and adaptive functioning; however, one 

of the nine participants was. ~emoved from a mainstream classroom into a special day 

class for children with language delays. The remaining eight participants could not be 

discriminated from their typical peers and had no history of behavioral problems. 

McEachin, Smith, and Lovaas reported that the Minimal Treatment Group participants 

did not achieve gains as large as did the Intensive Treatment Group. 

Abelson (1999) studied the need for respite care and the impact that respite care 

has on families of children with developmental disabilities. This study included a respite 

care needs assessment that was presented to families in Iowa who had children diagnosed 

with a developmental disability. The study examined day-to-day needs of families for 

caring for their child, reasons for needing respite, seasons of higher respite demand, need 

for respite related to the specific degree of disability, income level, and family location. 

The study revealed several primary findings about the need for respite services for 

families of children with a developmental disability. Respite care was found necessary 

regardless of the degree or extent of the disability the child exhibited, income level of the 

family, and rural or urban location of the family. It was also reported that respite care 

need increased during periods when the child was not receiving outside services, such as 

those from school. Therefore, need for assistance is greater during breaks from school, 

including holidays and summertime. This is critical information for identifying how and 

when additional services provided to families will be most beneficial by providing 

consistent treatment to the child. 
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Maurice, Mannion, Letso, and Perry (2001) provided a collection of reports on the 

challenges that parents face with a diagnosis of autism. Mannion, Letso, and Perry, as 

parents of children with autism, reflected on two identified areas of concern for parents: 

difficulty in obtaining information about the diagnostic process, treatment options, 

behavior analysis, and potential capabilities of a child with autism; and difficulty with the 

availability and affordability of qualified individuals to implement behavioral treatment 

interventions. In addition, each report included the parent's response to the identified 

difficulties, as well as the particular long-term solution to these difficulties. The parents 

stated that difficulty in obtaining a timely and accurate diagnosis caused frustration as 

valuable years that the child could be involved in a treatment program elapsed. 

Resources for available treatment interventions are limited and not necessarily obtained 

through the local school district, because although the educators may be highly qualified, 

they do not always possess expertise in autism. In addition, the parents cited a lack of 

empirically based research to support the treatment methods that they were offered. The 

article by Maurice, Mannion, Letso, and Perry revealed that, while applied behavior 

analysis has been identified as a contributing treatment method, it is often difficult to find 

behavior analysts who possess both the levels of experience and education that have been 

established as critical in providing sufficient services to children with autism. 

Affordability of programming was also identified as a barrier to providing treatment 

methods. Although this current study will not provide a long-term treatment program, it 

will teach basic strategies that are part of most applied behavior analysis programs. The 

"Quick Tips" strategies (Behavior Analysts, Inc., 2001) provides parents and care givers 



with strategies that are similar to those used by trained behavior analysts, so as to 

increase the consistency of treatment methods. 

15 

Heflin and Alberto (2001) introduced a special series of articles that focused on 

applied behavior analysis (ABA) for children with autism and autism spectrum disorders. 

The series focused on the collaboration of parents, educators, and other professionals in 

the development of Individualized Education Programs (IEP) for students who have 

autism spectrum disorders. Heflin and Alberto defined applied behavior analysis (ABA) 

to be a branch of behavioral psychology that "focuses on the study of observable 

interactions between humans and their environment" and uses this information to 

facilitate socially important changes in people's lives. The article gives an introduction to 

the history of the development of ABA strategies and how socially significant changes 

occur for students when they receive instruction that results in development and 
' 

generalization of skills, including communication, social, academic, and self-help. This 

is pertinent to my study in that in order for generalization to occur across all of the child's 

environments, it is necessary for all individuals working with the child to be trained in 

techniques that will enable a positive learning environment for the child. In addition, my 

study looked at whether providing training in behavior strategies to parents and care 

providers increased their self-efficacy in teaching appropriate behaviors. 

Simpson (2001), as part of a special issue focusing on applied behavior analysis 

(ABA) for students with autism and autism spectrum disorders, discussed issues and 

requirements relating to ABA. The article emphasized that although ABA is recognized 

as an effective treatment method for autism and autism spectrum disorders, the specific 
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treatment methods should be based on each individual, rather than a disorder as a whole. 

Simpson stated that although discrete trial training (DTI) is an important possible 

component of an ABA program, it is only one of many ways that ABA may be 

implemented with children with autism. Effective treatment programs need to be child 

and situation specific. Simpson questioned the exclusive use of ABA methods and the 

length of time spent on these methods, particularly noting that any treatment method used 

should include on-going evaluation of effectiveness. Simpson also pointed out that there 

is disagreement about who should be responsible for implementation of ABA programs. 

A majority of children with autism and autism spectrum disorders receive a one-to-one 

aide in the classroom, who may not have expertise in teaching or autism. Maurice, 

Mannion, Letso, and Perry (2001) reported that professionals trained in ABA principles 

are often unavailable, and therefore teaching behavioral support strategies to caregivers 

and parents may help to bridge the gap between qualified and unqualified support. 

Katsiyannis and Reid (1999) examined the impact that Section 504 of the 

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 has on children with autism. This article discussed the rights 

of students with autism or autistic tendencies under Section 504 and the responsibilities 

of educators to provide these children with appropriate education. The article described 

eligibility requirements and trends in litigation for both the Individuals with Disabilities 

Education Act (IDEA) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Katsiyannis 

and Reid recommended that advocates for the rights of children with autism or autism 

spectrum disorders be aware of their rights under both IDEA and Section 504 of the 

Rehabilitation Act of 1973. This article supported the notion that children with autism do 
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qualify to receive and have the right to an education. This article recommended teaching 

behavioral teaching strategies to individuals who may interact with the child in a variety 

of environments, including school, home, and the community. As the responsibilities of 

educators increases, it is beneficial for parents and caregivers to be trained in strategies 

that are effective in managing and teaching the child they care for in a variety of 

environments. 

Gresham, Beebe-Frankenberger, and MacMillan (1999) provided a selective 

review of possible treatment methods for children diagnosed with autism. These 

treatment methods included The Young Autism Project (YAP), Treatment and Education 

of Autistic and Related Communication Handicapped Children (TEACH), Leaming 

Experiences an Alternative Program (LEAP), the Douglas Developmental Center 

program at Rutgers University, the Princeton Child Development Institute program at 

Princeton University, and the Denver Health Sciences Center Program (DHSCP). 

Gresham et al. stated that all of the intervention programs report some effectiveness in 

making gains in areas of the child's life relating to development and education. The 

authors stressed the need to continue to empirically evaluate available treatment methods 

with careful experimental methods. 

According to Simpson (2001), ABA has been established as an effective 

intervention, which when used consistently and with procedural integrity can be used to 

create behavior change programs that can be generalized throughout the child's 

environments. Due to the need for consistency, it is necessary for all caregivers of the 

child with autism to be trained in the application of ABA. This current study focused on 
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a set of behavioral strategies that were hypothesized to increase self-efficacy and 

decrease stress in the care providers, and facilitate improvements in the child's behaviors. 

Identified Need for Training 

Sharpley and Bitsika (1997) conducted a study on the influence of gender, 

parental health, and perceived expertise of assistants upon stress, anxiety, and depression 

among parents of children with autism. The most common source of stress prevalent 

among parents of children with autism was identified as the child's maladaptive 

behaviors. The study presented results from a survey of parents of children with autism 

to attain information on the child's disorder, anxiety and depression of the parent, stress 

levels associated with parenting a child with autism, their self-efficacy of managing 

challenging behaviors, and frequency of feeling stretched beyond their limits. Gender of 

parents, age of child and age of onset, parental health, access to other family members, 

and level of understanding displayed by those family members about the child's behavior 

were included as variables. A majority of parents sampled in this study currently 

reported receiving assistance in childcare by other family members; however, their 

perceived value of the assistance was based on the caregiver's level of understanding 

about the child's behaviors. 

Sharpley and Bitsika (1997) reported that lack of public awareness of autism and 

lack of socially acceptable behaviors exhibited by children with autism related to higher 

reported levels of anxiety, depression, and everyday stress associated with parenting. 

Furthermore, Sharpley and Bitsika found that access to social supports by family 
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members related to consistently lower scores on depression, anxiety, daily stress levels, 

frequency of feeling stretched beyond their limits, and increased levels of parental 

confidence when the family members who were providing the care were perceived to 

have higher levels of understanding of the child's behaviors. The degree of familial 

relationship to the source of social support was not significant, leading to the conclusion 

that social support can be provided by another source, such as respite care, so long as the 

individual is trained and knowledgeable about the child's behaviors. and interventions that 

would successfully manage these behaviors. Sharpley and Bitsika stated that these 

results support the necessity for adequate training for parents and caregivers in managing 

the demands of a child with autism. 

Bandura (1986) asserted that self-efficacy is a major predictor of continuation of a 

performed task. Bandura also indicated that performance expectations and outcomes are 

dependent on the individual's self-efficacy, in that how they perceive their ability to 

perform the skills necessary to complete a task is relevant to the level of performance 

they implement. Combining skill level with self-efficacy will produce greater successes, 

than skill level alone. Bandura stated that self-knowledge regarding an individual's self

efficacy is based on four sources of information. According to Bandura, self-efficacy is 

based on performance outcomes, observing the performance of others, verbal persuasion, 

and social influences that support capabilities. Sharpley and Bitsika (1997) established 

that one method to increase self-efficacy of managing challenging behaviors would be 

through training interventions for parents and caregivers in how to effectively manage 

maladaptive behaviors. Gresham, Beebe-Frankenberger, and MacMillan (1999) stated 



that offering training to parents and caregivers in the home environment, as well as to 

individuals in the school environment, would incorporate the team approach used in 

many ABA treatment program approaches. 
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Sharpley and Bitsika proposed that future research include measures specifically 

designed to reflect the particular concerns of individuals who work with people 

diagnosed with autism, and to also assess the role of self-efficacy for performing 

important tasks relevant to providing care to this population. This suggestion directly 

relates to my study in that providing behavioral strategies for parents and caregivers was 

expected to increase their self-efficacy and decrease their stress concerning teaching 

more appropriate replacement behaviors and reducing inappropriate behaviors. 



STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

Autism is a developmental disability that severely affects the development of the 

individual. The areas of development exhibiting the most noticeable deficits are 

language and social skills. As the child progresses in years, the delays and impairments 

become more severe as the child falls further behind his or her peers. According to 

Sundberg and Partington (1998), the longer the child progresses without behavioral 

intervention, the stronger the inappropriate behaviors become reinforced as a means of 

communication, as individuals in the child's life unknowingly reinforce these 

inappropriate behaviors. Early intervention has been researched by professionals 

including Lovaas (1987); McEachin, Smith, and Lovaas (1993); Maurice, Green, and 

Luce (1996); Sundberg and Partington (1998); and Leaf and McEachin (1999). Findings 

show that through effective teaching methods, such as applied behavior analysis, children 

with autism are able to acquire increased communication skills, socialization skills, and 

self-help skills, with increased appropriate behaviors that lead to more natural functioning 

in society. The everyday learning process becomes attainable, as children are able to be 

active participating members of their environment. 

Based on the review of the literature, it was evident that families of children with 

autism are in need of social support in order to maintain a healthy family environment for 

the child with autism and for the family as a whole unit. In addition, services are needed 

that provide the child with staff who are trained in effective strategies to be used in 

treatment methods, while making these services readily available to the families. It was 

hypothesized that individuals who received training in strategies of applied behavior 
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analysis would show a significant increase in their perceived self-efficacy for managing 

maladaptive behaviors and teaching appropriate alternative behaviors, and would show a 

significant decrease in their perceived stress and anxiety associated with caring for a 

child who exhibits undesirable behaviors. It was also hypothesized that by providing 

children with staff and parents who have received training, there would be an increase in 

the children's appropriate behaviors, and a decrease in their inappropriate behaviors. 

Hypotheses 

The results were expected to demonstrate that training in ABA strategies would 

increase caregivers' perceived self-efficacy, and decrease their anxiety' relating to caring 

for a child with autism, and increase the frequency of appropriate child behaviors while 

decreasing the frequency of inappropriate child behaviors. Thus, four specific 

hypotheses were addressed in this research study. 

1. Caregivers would score significantly higher in self-efficacy after training in ABA 

strategies than before training. 

2. Caregivers would score significantly lower in anxiety after training in ABA 

strategies than before training. 

3. Children would show decreases in inappropriate behaviors during and after 

parent/caregiver training compared to baseline. 

4. Children would show increases in appropriate behaviors during and after 

parent/caregiver training compared to baseline. 



METHOD 

Participants 

The participants included parents of children diagnosed with autism, respite care 

staff, and other caregivers working with children diagnosed with autism in Humboldt 

County, CA. Approximately 50 children with autism were anticipated to be residing in 

Humboldt County at the time the training was offered. There was the potential for up to 

30 adults to participate in the study and up to 30 children to be indirectly participating in 

the study as their care providers implemented skills learned through the 1training. JRB 

approval was received February 28, 2003, 03218. Eleven individuals regularly attended 

the training sessions, but of these, six individuals were participants of this research study. 

Those who attended the trainings without serving as research participants were not 

currently working with a child with autism. Initially, seven participants completed 

participant pretests; however, after the first training day one participant did not continue, 

resulting in six research participants. There were six female participants and no male 

participants. Of the indirect child participants, one indirect child participant was female 

and three were male. Parents, respite care staff, and caregivers were included in the study 

to assess the effectiveness of training in the home environment, as well as the community 

environment. In addition, participants were asked to participate in single-subject 

research. The participants for the single subject research were to consist of one identified 
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care provider and the child diagnosed with autism for whom they provide care. There 

was no direct contact of the children to the research environment. All implementation of 

training occurred between the child and the person who provided care for them. Actual 

decreases in maladaptive behavior and increases in appropriate behavior of the child were 

to be the focus of the single subject research. 
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Measures 

The measures used in this study were self-report questionnaires intended to 

determine baseline and post-treatment measures of how parents, respite staff, and 

caregivers rated their general self-efficacy, and self-efficacy and perceived stress for 

managing inappropriate behaviors and teaching appropriate behaviors. The participating 

adults were asked to complete a general self-efficacy measure created by Shrauger and 

Schohn (1995) (see Appendix B). They were also asked to complete a self-report 

questionnaire relating to specific self-efficacy as they reported their confidence both in 

teaching appropriate behaviors and in managing inappropriate behaviors ( see Appendices 

C & D). Participants also received a self-report questionnaire that measured their 

perceived stress about various situations including teaching appropriate behaviors and 

managing inappropriate behaviors (see Appendices E & F). Both the confidence and 

stress measures had two components; one component dealt with teaching appropriate 

behaviors and the other dealt with managing inappropriate behaviors. The questionnaire 

items were presented in the form of a 5-point rating scale, which included ratings from 

Not at all Confident to Completely Confident, and from Not at all Stressed to Completely 

Stressed. These measures were administered before and after the intervention. The order 
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of presentation of the measures to the participants was counterbalanced between self-

efficacy and stress, as well ·as between managing inappropriate behaviors and teaching 

appropriate behaviors. 

The participants were additionally given baseline and progress measures in the 

form of checklists to determine the caregivers' progress in acquiring skills taught in the 

training. For example, each participant had several observation checkpoints, called 

"Quick Tips" exercises (Behavior Analysts, Inc., 2001) to monitor progress. Quick Tips 

sections included simple worksheets with exercises and checklists to assess progress in 

learning the specific strategies being introduced in the training. Strategies included in the 

training were: reinforcement, pairing, instructional control, prompting and fading, 

discrete trial techniques, correction procedure, and shaping. Behavior Analysts, Inc. had 

given permission to analyze the implementation and efficacy results of participating in 

the Behavior Analysts, Inc. "Quick Tips" Teaching Strategies. 

In addition to the use of questionnaires for self-rating anxiety and stress measures, 

single-subject measures were requested to be completed to assess the effects of caregiver 

training on inappropriate and appropriate behaviors exhibited by the child with autism. 

Participants were trained on how to generate data for frequency, duration, and/or intensity 

of identified maladaptive behaviors and desired behaviors. Data was to be collected and 

analyzed throughout the training. Participants involved in the single-subject measures 

were asked to complete scatterplot and ABC data sheets regarding the child behaviors, in 

addition to possibly using videotape as a means to analyze skill acquisition. Videotaping 

was to be conducted by the participants, in the environment that they interacted with the 
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child they care for. A videotaping consent form was included in the materials presented 

during the pre-training meeting (see Appendix I). 

Materials 

The materials used in this study included the self-report measures, behavior 

observation recording sheets, and the actual "Quick Tips" training intervention materials 

(Behavior Analysts, Inc., 2001). Data in the form of antecedent-behavior-consequence 

observation sheets for sequential analysis, and/or scatter plot behavior forms for pattern 

analysis were also used. Videotaping of sessions with the child and adult was also used as 

a part of the training materials. All participants were asked to complete the Video Tape 

Permission and Confidentiality Agreement form the first day of the training (see 

Appendix I). Participants were also asked to complete the Demographic Information 

form on the first day of the training (see Appendix J). The actual training materials 

included observation sheets that were to be completed throughout the length of the 

intervention period. Observation records were intended to assess both the child's 

behavior and the trainers' implementation of the training material. A certificate of 

training completion was awarded to respite staff to be used in future employment 

portfolios and also to parents for home records. Information materials were also provided 

to participants to educate them on the purpose and procedures that were used during the 

training intervention. The "Quick Tips" training manual (Behavior Analysts, Inc., 2001) 

was included (see Appendix M). 
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Procedure 

Participants were contacted through the Redwood Coast Regional Center, the 

Humboldt Child Care Council, and the Humboldt Comniunity Access and Referral 

Center. Participants were given a letter of informed consent (see Appendix A), which 

included information on participation in the study. For Participants who were not the 

child's parent, a Parental Consent form was provided to attain parental consent for the 

child to act as an indirect participant with the care provider (see Appendix K). In 

addition to participant informed consent, parents and care givers were given child assent 

forms to present to the child indirect participants (see Appendix G). Participants were 

reminded that participation in this study was voluntary and that they could stop 

participation at any time without penalty. 

Training occurred one time per week. Participants met for two hours each week 

in addition to homework activities assigned during the training. The training was 

conducted over six weeks. Please see "Quick Tips" (Behavior Analysts, Inc., 2001) 

Training Flyer for detailed description of training components (see appendix H). The 

training took place at the Humboldt Child Care Council, located at 2379 Myrtle Avenue, 

Eureka CA. 95501. An individual previously trained in the methods of applied behavior 

analysis and who participated in the creation of Behavior Analysts, Inc. "Quick 

Tips"(2001) conducted the training. Participants completed general self-efficacy, 

specific self-efficacy, and anxiety self-report measures during the first training session, 

and again at the completion of the training sessions. Participants completed informed 

consent, videotape and confidentiality, and demographic information forms on the first 
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training date. Activities during the training included information presented by the trainer, 

large group discussions, small group exercises from the "Quick Tips" training materials, 

presentation and discussion of videos, and discussion about specific cases. 

Potential Benefits, Risks, and Management of Risks 

Participants were asked about study participation when they called to reserve a 

space in the training with the Redwood Coast Regional Center. Those who expressed an 

interest in participating in the study were provided with a packet of measures and forms, 

which included a letter of consent. In addition, potential participants were asked if they 

w~re willing to participate in the single subject research aspect of this study. The 

potential risks of participation in this study included the caregivers or children 

experiencing temporary stress or disruption of usual activities and temporary disruption 

of caregivers' normal routine or activities, as the caregivers implemented new strategies 

learned in the training. The potential benefits of participation in this study and 

implementing the strategies learned in the training included learning to teach appropriate 

alternate behaviors, increasing self-efficacy, decreasing stress related to teaching 

appropriate behaviors, and the learning of new skills for the children involved. 

Management of the risks related to participation in this study was addressed during the 

training through discussion of the homework exercises and self-evaluations. Participants 

were also encouraged to bring forth any questions or concerns they may have throughout 

the training and study. If participants brought up other life issues or concerns unrelated 

to the training topics, a referral to the appropriate resource for addressing that issue or 
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concern would have been given. Participants were provided information regarding 

confidentiality as a part of being involved in the training. Participants were instructed that 

information shared by other participants during training was not to be shared or disclosed 

to other people. Assigning each participant a number after data was collected protected 

confidentiality. In addition, all material has been kept confidential in a file cabinet at 

Humboldt State University. Upon completion of this research, all raw data will be 

destroyed. 

There are several benefits that have resulted from this study. Parents, caregivers, 

family members, and other stakeholders have previously recommended that the topic of 

training be researched. This study provides information on available training, regarding 

who and how training may best serve the community it is designed for. Further need for 

training was identified through this study, and this was accomplished by input given by 

participants on the Training Course Evaluation Form (see Appendix L). Participants 

were able to provide feedback as to what types of training direct caregivers are seeking 

and what training forum and style may encourage increased participation in trainings 

offered throughout the community. This is important because it provides valuable 

information for future training plans. It is also important in identifying strategies that 

will effectively relieve caregiver stress and increase self-efficacy to provide a stable and 

positive learning environment. 
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Data Analysis 

Items 1, 2, 6, and 7 on the General Self-Efficacy measure were reverse coded for 

scoring. Then mean item scores were calculated for each participant at pretest and 

posttest on each of the five measures, including general self-efficacy, stress for teaching 

appropriate behavior, stress for managing inappropriate behavior, confidence for teaching 

appropriate behavior, and confidence for managing inappropriate behavior. Change 

scores from pretest to posttest were calculated by subtracting the pretest score from the 

posttest score for each participant on each measure. The self-efficacy, stress, and 

confidence measures for the entire adult participant sample were analyzed with paired

samples t tests to compare the pretest versus posttest measures in order to test for 

significant changes over time. Pearson correlations were used to test for significant 

correlations between the self-efficacy, stress, and confidence measures and demographic 

information. In all significance tests, a two-tailed alpha level was used. The single

subject study consisting of participant pairs (one adult participant and the child they 

provide care for) having repeated daily observation measures conducted on target 

behaviors, with baseline followed by the training intervention, was not completed by the 

participants. Although participants were instructed on data collection methods and given 

forms to complete as homework, only one participant recorded partial data, but it was not 

enough to analyze. Therefore no data was analyzed for the single-subject portion of the 

study. 



RESULTS 

Demographic Information 

Of the six participants, four were family members and two were direct support 

staff. Participants included three parents, one grandparent, one regular respite worker, 

and one behavior respite worker. All six participants were female. 

Two participants had previous training in applied behavior analysis strategies. 

The remaining four participants had not received previous training in autism. Five of the 

six participants had taken classes in child development or behavior analysis. 

Three participants had provided care for more than 5 years. One participant had 

provided care for 1-3 years, one participant had provided care for 6-12 months, and one 

participant had provided care for less than six months. Four participants reported 

providing care for 15 or more hours per week. One participant reported providing care 

for 3-6 hours per week. One participant reported providing care for 1-3 hours per week. 

The age range for the indirect child participants was 7-19 years old, with the mean age of 

the children at 10 years old. Of the adult participants, five participants reported providing 

care for one child with autism, and one participant reported providing care for more than 

one child with autism. 
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Pretest-to-Posttest Changes 

The mean pretest, posttest, and change scores for each measure are shown in 

Table 1. The pretest-to-posttest changes in means on each measure were in the predicted 

directions, with increases in the general self-efficacy and confidence measures, and 

decreases in the stress measures. But the changes did not reach statistical significance. 

The mean change score for the general self-efficacy measure showed an increase of +.17, 

which was not significant, t(5) = 1.47, p = .20. The mean change score for stress for 

teaching appropriate behaviors showed a decrease of -.64, which was not significant, t(S) 

= -: 1. 97, p = .11. The mean change score for stress for managing inappropriate behaviors 

showed a decrease of -.47, which was not significant, t(5) = -1.11, p = .32. The mean 

change score for confidence for teaching appropriate behaviors showed an increase of 

+.31, which was not significant, t(5) = .86, p = .43. The mean change score for 

confidence for managing inappropriate behaviors showed an increase of +.42, which was 

not significant, t(5) = 1.03, p = .35. At pretest, the mean change score for stress for 

teaching appropriate behaviors and stress for managing inappropriate behaviors decrease 

of -.25, which was not significant, t(5) = -.99, p = .37. At pretest, the mean change score 

for confidence for teaching appropriate behaviors and managing inappropriate behaviors 

showed an increase of +.12, which was not significant, t(5) = 1.96, p = .11. At posttest, 

the mean change score for stress for teaching appropriate behaviors and stress for 

managing inappropriate behaviors showed a decrease -.42, which was not significant, t(S) 

= -1.62, p = .17. At posttest, the mean change score for confidence for teaching 
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Table 1. Mean Pretest, Posttest, and Change Scores for Individual Measures. 

Measure Pretest Posttest 
Change 

General Self-Efficacy 2.95 (0.33) 3.12 (0.44) + 0.17 (0.28) 

Stress in Teaching Appropriate 
Behaviors 2.67 (0.57) 2.02 (0.52) - 0.64 (0.80) 

Stress in Managing 
Inappropriate Behaviors 2.91 (0.52) 2.44 (0.84) -0. 47 (1.05) 

Confidence in Teaching 
Appropriate Behaviors 3.18 (1.11) 3.49 (1.08) + 0.31 (0.89) 

Confidence in Managing 
Inappropriate Behaviors 3.05 (1.14) 3.47 (1.00) + 0.42 (1.00) 

appropriate behaviors and managing inappropriate behaviors showed an increase of 

+.001, which was not significant, t(5) = .07, p = .95. 

Pearson Correlations 

Pearson correlations were conducted to determine if significant relationships 

existed between self-efficacy, stress, confidence, and demographic measures. The results 

indicated that there were significant relationships between pretest general self-efficacy 

and how long the participant had provided care for a child with autism, pretest confidence 

for managing inappropriate behaviors and confidence for teaching appropriate behaviors, 

posttest stress for teaching appropriate behaviors and relationship to the child, posttest 

stress for managing inappropriate behaviors and relationship to the child, posttest stress 

for teaching appropriate behaviors and posttest confidence for teaching appropriate 
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behaviors, and posttest confidence for teaching appropriate behaviors and posttest 

confidence for managing inappropriate behaviors. 

For the pretest measures (see Table 2), there was a significant negative correlation 

between general self-efficacy and the length of time the participant had provided care to a 

child with autism, r(4)= -.826, p<.05. This indicates that the longer care had been 

provided for a child with autism, the lower the general self-efficacy ratings tended to be. 

Pretest measures also revealed that there was a significant positive correlation between 

confidence for managing inappropriate behaviors and confidence for teaching appropriate 

behaviors, r(4)= .991, p<.01. This indicates that those participants who had reported 

higher levels of confidence for managing inappropriate behaviors also tended to score 

higher on confidence measures for teaching appropriate behaviors. 

For the posttest measures (see Table 2), there was a significant positive 

correlation between stress for teaching appropriate behaviors and the relationship to the 

child, r(4) = .894, p<.05. There was also a significant positive correlation between stress 

for managing inappropriate behaviors and the relationship to the child, r(4) = .866, p 

<.05. A significant negative correlation was found between stress for teaching 

appropriate behaviors and confidence for teaching appropriate behaviors, r(4)= -.893, 

p<.05. This indicates that the higher the confidence ratings for teaching appropriate 

behaviors, the lower the stress levels for teaching appropriate behaviors tend to be. There 

was a significant negative correlation between stress for teaching appropriate behaviors 

and confidence for managing inappropriate behaviors r(4)= -.890, p<.05. This indicates 

that the higher the confidence level, the lower the stress level for managing inappropriate 
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behaviors. There was a significant positive correlation between confidence for teaching 

appropriate behaviors and confidence for managing inappropriate behaviors, r(4)= .892, 

p<.05. This means that the higher the rating on confidence for teaching appropriate 

behaviors, the higher the rating on confidence for managing inappropriate behaviors. 

Significant correlations were found for the change score measures on both stress 

and confidence (see Table 2). There was a significant positive correlation between mean 

change scores for stress when teaching appropriate behaviors and stress for managing 

inappropriate behaviors, r(4)= .865, p<.05. There was also a significant positive 

correlation between mean change scores for confidence when teaching appropriate 

behaviors and managing inappropriate behaviors, r(4)= .928, p<.01. These results 

indicate that there is a relationship between teaching appropriate behaviors and managing 

inappropriate behaviors, for both reduction in stress and increase in confidence. 

Differences Between Groups 

One-way analysis of variance indicated that the respite and family members did 

not differ significantly on any of the measures at pretest. However, their stress for 

teaching appropriate behaviors at posttest showed a significant difference, F(l,4) = 15 .95, 

p = .02, with staff showing lower stress than family members. Stress for managing 

inappropriate behaviors at posttest also showed a significant difference, F(l,4) = 11.99, p 

= .03, with staff showing lower stress than family members. The mean change for stress 

for managing inappropriate behaviors showed a significant difference, F(l,4) = 7.56, p = 
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.05, with staff showing greater decreases in stress (M = -1.56) than the family members 

did (M = +.07). 

Table 2. Significant Correlations Between Measures. 

Measures Pretest 

Pretest 

General Self-Efficacy and 
Length of Providing Care 

Confidence in Teaching Appropriate Behaviors and 
Confidence in Managing Inappropriate Behaviors 

Posttest 

Stress in Teaching Appropriate Behavior and Staff 
versus Family Relationship to Child 

Stress in Managing Inappropriate Behaviors and 
Staff versus Family Relationship to Child 

Stress in Teaching Appropriate Behaviors and 
Confidence in Teaching Appropriate Behaviors 

Stress in Teaching Appropriate Behaviors and 
Confidence in Managing Inappropriate 

Confidence in Teaching Appropriate Behaviors and 
Confidence in Managing Inappropriate Behaviors 

Change 

Stress in Teaching Appropriate Behaviors and 
Stress in Managing Inappropriate Behaviors 

Confidence in Teaching Appropriate Behaviors and 
Confidence in Managing Inappropriate Behaviors 

* Significant Correlation at p < .05 
** Significant Correlation at p < .01 

Correlation (r) Significance (p) 

- .826 * .04 

+.991** .00 

+.894 * .02 

+.866 * .03 

- .893 * .02 

-.890 * .02 

+.892 * .02 

+ .865 * .03 

+.928 * .01 
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Participants completed a training course evaluation at the conclusion of the last 

training session. Participants rep<Jrted participating in the training because the topic was 

of interest (n=2), for a learning experience (n=2), and for other reasons (n=2). 

Participants used a Likert scale ranging from Absolutely Not (1) to Absolutely (5), to 

complete evaluation questions (see Table 3). Participants' evaluations of the training 

were very positive. The participants also wrote comments to three open-ended questions 

(see Table 4). These comments indicated that participants learned a variety of valuable 

skills during the training, that further training topics were identified, and that the format 

of the training may be changed to satisfy participant needs. 
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Table 3. Summary of Participant Evaluations on a Likert Scale from 1 to 5, Where 1 

Means Absolutely Not and 5 Means Absolutely. 

Mean Standard 
Response Question Range 

Rating Deviation 

1. Was the training consistent with its objectives 
5.00 .00 All5 

and title? 

2. Was the training content and level appropriate to 
4.67 .52 4 to 5 

your experience and previous training? 

3. Did the training expand your knowledge in this 
4.83 .41 4 to 5 

topic? 

4. Was the training relevant to your current or 
4.67 .52 4 to 5 

future duties and activities? 

5. Were written handouts clear, helpful, and 
4.83 .41 4 to 5 

appropriate? 

6. Were role-plays, videos, discussion groups, or 
4.67 .52 4 to 5 

other exercises clear, helpful, and appropriate? 

7. Were you able to complete the homework 
3.50 .84 2 to 4 

exercises? 

8. Was the instructor able to engage and control 
5.00 .00 All5 

the atmosphere of the group? 

9. Was the instructor knowledgeable in the subject 
5.00 .00 All5 

matter? 

10. Was the training an appropriate length and 
4.33 .52 4 to 5 

appropriately paced for the content? 

11. Did taking this training benefit you? 5.00 .00 All 5 

12. Did taking this training benefit the child you 
4.60 .89 3 to 5 

care for? 



Table 4. Evaluation Responses on Open-Ended Questions. 

!What was the most important thing you learned that (a) you did not know, 
or (b) now understand in greater depth? 

Breaking goals down and shaping 
Power of reinforcement 
Creating challenges 
More praise and fewer prompts 
Importance of reinforcement and pairing 
It is possible for the child to learn 
Wait for response 
First and always must be fun. 

What other courses/trainings would you like to see RCRC offer? 

Safety training 
Setting up behavior management program 
Hands on training 
Role play training 
Teaching child to speak 
Other courses the trainers are involved in 

If you could change one thing about this training presentation, what would it be? 

Focus on intense behaviors 
More videos 
Shorter session times 
Exercises the first session, not questionnaires 
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DISCUSSION 

This study found several different relationships between the variables that were 

measured. The results were not significant in supporting the hypotheses, but they were in 

the same direction as the hypotheses. Other findings provide further information with 

regards to the relationship between stress and self-confidence in both teaching 

appropriate behaviors and managing inappropriate behaviors. 

The first hypothesis was that caregivers would score significantly higher on self

efficacy after training in ABA strategies than before training. There was a positive trend 

in the confidence scores for both teaching appropriate behaviors and managing 

inappropriate behaviors; however, this was not at significant levels. There was also a 

positive but nonsignificant trend for General Self-Efficacy scores as well. 

The second hypothesis was that caregivers would score significantly lower in 

anxiety after the training in ABA strategies than before. There was a decrease in reported 

anxiety scores for both teaching appropriate behaviors and managing inappropriate 

behaviors; however the decreases in scores from pretest to posttest were not significant. 

The third hypothesis was that children would show decreases in inappropriate 

behaviors during and after parent/caregiver training compared to baseline. There was no 

data to support this hypothesis due to not having single-subject recordings carried out by 

the participants. 

The fourth hypothesis was that children would show increases in appropriate 

behavior during and after parent/caregiver training compared to baseline. There was no 
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data to support this hypothesis due to not having single-subject recordings carried out by 

the participants. 

Other interesting findings included the significant positive relationships between 

the measures for teaching appropriate behaviors and managing inappropriate behaviors, 

for both stress and confidence. There was also a relationship between stress and 

confidence. These findings suggested that individuals who are confident in teaching 

appropriate behaviors are also confident in managing inappropriate behaviors. In 

addition, higher levels of confidence were significantly related to lower levels of stress. 

Similarly, individuals' scores on stress regarding teaching appropriate behaviors were 

correlated with scores on stress regarding managing inappropriate behaviors. The 

training strategies focused on building appropriate behaviors. Changes on the appropriate 

behavior scales correlated with changes on the inappropriate behavior scales. As people 

are more confident in teaching appropriate behaviors, they are likely to be more confident 

in managing inappropriate behaviors. 

In comparing the pretest and the posttest scores, there were no significant changes 

for stress or confidence, therefore beliefs that training would decrease stress and increase 

self-efficacy were not supported in this study. The respite workers showed a significantly 

greater decrease in stress for managing inappropriate behaviors than the family members 

did. 

During the training sessions, the participants were observed to engage in 

discussions about their children, provide social support and encouragement to each other, 

and plan teaching strategies for indi victual children. 
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Limitations of the Study 

One limitation with this study involved the self-report measures used for the 

participants to provide information on general self-efficacy, stress, and confidence. As 

with any self-report measures, the responses the participants provide may not be accurate. 

This could be due to the length of the measures, the presence of the researcher, 

completing the measures at the training site, and time constraints for completing the 

measures. Participants expressed frustration with the measures, particularly the number 

of questions they were asked to complete. In this study participants were asked to fill out 

the measures prior to the first training session. As a majority of participants had not 

completed the measures, time was allotted during the first training to complete them. 

This environment may have been distracting and influential on the participant's 

perception of stress and self-efficacy. 

Another limitation of the study was the limited sample size with only six 

participants. More advanced advertising, and opening the training to caregivers of 

children with developmental disabilities other than just autism, may lead to a larger 

sample size. With a larger sample size and larger degrees of freedom, the trends that 

were in support of the hypotheses may have been significant. 

The duration and intensity of the training intervention may need to be considered 

in future applications of the training strategies. Participants differed in background for 

previous training, experience, and length of providing care for a child with autism. The 

literature supports the positive outcomes resulting from early intervention, which may 

support the use of the training when the children are younger, as it focuses on proactive 
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beginning strategies. Also, long-standing inappropriate behaviors may not be as strongly 

established with younger chi~dren, and therefore the training strategies would provide the 

caregiver basic steps to follow in teaching appropriate behaviors and not reinforcing 

inappropriate behaviors. Follow-lip or consultation services may be beneficial in helping 

caregivers to continue to implement learned strategies. 

A third limitation is that participants were working with children who are at a 

variety of ages and skill levels, and the participants expressed difficulty in responding to 

questions on the measures that may not pertain to the child they care for. The researcher 

tried to moderate this issue by stating at the beginning of the questionnaire, "assume the 

following questions refer to how you would feel if you were to teach the following 

behaviors, or if you were in a position that you needed to manage the following 

behaviors", but this may not have eliminated the problem as participants had one child in 

mind when completing the measures. 

In the future, strategies may be necessary to get objective child data from the 

participants. Suggestions for attaining this data may include a training fee, which would 

be reimbursed upon completion of the training series. Another option could be having 

trained individuals model data collection in the natural environment and teaching skills 

similar to teaching self-management skills. Videotaping child-caregiver interactions and 

then collecting data from the videotape may also provide an altemati ve data source. 

Single-subject data collection is an important component that was difficult to attain in 

this study. 
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Lastly, this study used correlation procedures to investigate relationships between 

the variables, which may indicate a relationship, but not causation. The findings that did 

yield significant relationships are only associations and do not indicate specific cause and 

effect. 

Implications 

For those individuals who are involved with working with children with autism, 

caring for children with autism, or supporting caregivers of children with autism, this 

research may provide valuable information about the type of training that may be 

effective in reducing caregiver stress and increasing caregiver self-efficacy for teaching 

appropriate behaviors and managing inappropriate behaviors. While the researcher 

hypothesized that caregivers would show greater decreases in their stress and greater 

increase in their self-efficacy, it was positive to learn that the trends were in the right 

direction. 

The finding that respite staff had greater decreases in stress and greater increases 

in confidence from pretest to posttest may indicate the value in providing training to staff 

in ABA strategies when they begin working with a child with autism. Further training or 

support may be needed to help family members reduce their stress and increase their 

confidence. Plans for future services and trainings may include altering the population 

involved in the training. Offering the training to care providers for individuals with other 

developmental disabilities, as well as autism, may provide a larger number of 

participants. Offering trainings for family and staff at separate times may be beneficial in 
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assuring availability of childcare. Future trainings may also include components that 

focus on managing inappropriate behaviors, as well as teaching appropriate skills. 

In summary, this research has implications for caregivers of children with autism 

and the professionals who support them. As professionals design and provide training for 

caregivers, this research may provide information on what training is requested, what 

training is necessary, and what training may benefit both the individuals providing a 

service and the individuals receiving the service. It would be beneficial to open a center 

for caregivers to attend with the child they provide care for, to receive on-site training 

and consultation services. The center would focus on social skill building in groups, in 

addition to providing stations for discrete-trial teaching of individual skills. This center 

would provide opportunities for caregivers to directly observe and practice strategies for 

teaching appropriate skills and for managing inappropriate behaviors. 

Future research planning regarding stress and self-efficacy has already begun. A 

replication study is being planned and will look to find significant results with a larger 

sample size. It is recommended that the measures for stress and confidence in teaching 

appropriate and managing inappropriate behaviors be modified. The measures should be 

shortened to represent categories of behaviors, rather than representations of specific 

behaviors such as were used in this study. With shorter measures, it is hoped that 

responses will be more accurate and that completing the measures will not create stress 

for the participants. The researcher believes it is important to continue to investigate the 

effect of training on stress levels and confidence levels, because it is necessary for the 

child's learning environment to be positive. It is also important to support caregivers 



who are directly working with the children. Supporting the caregivers may facilitate 

increased positive interactions between caregivers and their children. 
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Letter of Consent 

Department of Psychology, Humboldt State University 

The purpose of this letter is to provide pertinent information to all participants in 
the Behavior Analysts, Inc., Quic_k Tips strategies training program conducted by Siri 
Ming, M.A., BCBA, Behavior Analyst, Redwood Coast Regional Center. 

Why should I participate? 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the effectiveness of an applied behavior 

analysis strategies training program that teaches parents and caregivers of children with 
autism basic principles in positive behavior modification. 

When and where will the training take place? 
Humboldt Child Care Council, located at 2379 Myrtle Avenue, Eureka CA. 
Tuesdays 4:00-6:00pm, starting March 11 through April 15. 

What is expected of me as a participant? 
I agree to attend all scheduled training sessions. I will complete self-report 

measures before and after the specified training. I will implement necessary activities 
with a child with auttsm, as part of the training program. 

If I or/my child's caregiver is selected as a participant for the single subject 
design: 

I _______________ permit ___________ _ 
to participate in and have data collected on target behaviors. I understand that both my 
and my child's participation is strictly voluntary. 

How will I benefit from participation in this research? 
I will receive training services from individuals trained in applied behavior 

analysis techniques. I will learn skills that may better enable me to manage maladaptive 
behaviors, teach appropriate behaviors, and to provide support for the child I provide care 
for. 

What is the cost of the program? 
The training is provided for free by the Redwood Coast Regional Center. 

What will the data be used for? 
In agreeing to participate in the research study I agree to allow data collected 

before, during, and after the training to be analyzed to assess the effectiveness of the 
training program. The data will be used to examine the effects of training on perceived 
self-efficacy, stress related to caring for a child with autism, and frequency of child 
behaviors. Data collected may be disseminated in the professional realm, such as the 
researcher's thesis, professional journal, or psychological conference. No personally 
identifying information will be included in this dissemination. 
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How will my rights and confidentiality be protected? 

Identifying information will not be included in the thesis results. Participants will 
be identified by numbers for the purpose of the results section. Any identifying 
information produced during training will be in the possession of the individuals 
conducting the training. The researcher and the Quick Tips trainers will have access to all 
records and research materials. 

What will happen to the data after the program is complete? 
All records will be the property of Humboldt State University, and will be in a file 

cabinet at Humboldt State University. Upon completion of the research, all raw data will 
be destroyed. 

What are the risks? 
As in all research there may be unforeseen risks to the participants. The potential 

risks of participation in this study may include you or the child you care for experiencing 
temporary stress or disruption of usual activities and temporary disruption of your normal 
routine or activities, as you implement new strategies learned in the training 

May I withdraw at any time? 
I understand that by participating in this study, I am agreeing to participate and 

that my child and I may withdraw at any time, free from penalty or risk of any kind. 

The results of this study are in partial fulfillment for the degree Master of Arts in 
psychology, and will be under the supervision of Mary Gruber, Ph.D., BCBA, Professor 
of Psychology. If I have any questions with anything pertaining to this study, I may 
contact Deborah K. Ewen at (707) 826-7534, or Mary Gruber, Ph.D. at (707) 826-3748. 

My signature indicates that I agree to participate in this study, in accordance with the 
information provided to me in this consent letter. Furthermore, my signature indicates 
that I grant permission for my child to participate in this study when the training program 
requires such participation or involvement. 

Participant signature Date 
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Below are listed a few statements that reflect common feelings and attitudes. Try to 
respond honestly and accurately, but it is not necessary to spend much time deliberating 
about each item. Think about how the item applies to you during the last two months. 
Indicate your degree of agreement/disagreement with each statement as follows: 

1 
Strongly Disagree 

2 
Somewhat Disagree 

3 
Somewhat Agree 

4 
Strongly Agree 

__ 1. I often feel unsure of myself even in situations I have successfully dealt with in 
the past. 

__ 2. I lack some important capabilities that may keep me from being successful. 

__ 3. I have fewer doubts about my abilities than most people. 

__ 4. When things are going poorly, I am usually confident that I can successfully 
deal with them. 

__ 5. I have more confidence in myself than most people I know. 

__ 6. Much of the time I don't feel as competent as many of the people around me. 

__ 7. Ifl were more confident about myself, my life would be better. 

If there are any comments you would like to include about any part of the survey, 
please feel free to write them: 

Thank you for your participation! 
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When completing the following questionnaire, please refer to one target child for whom 
you provide care. The following questionnaire will ask you to relate confidence levels. 
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Please indicate how Confident you feel as of right now, that you - -would be able to do each of the following by circling the number = = ..... ~ ~ 

that corresponds with your feelings. = ..... "t:I "t:I 
~ = -= ..... -= "0 ~ = 33 = = "0 0 "0 0 = IC u = u 0 = u 0 ;>-,. = ;>, 

u ...... 0 ...... - (l) u B - ~ ~ ;>, ;;,-, (l) 

~ - ~ ...... ..... (l) - s ..c: ..... 
..... bO "'d en 
0 ..... 0 0 0 ....... ::E :::E z (/) u 

1. Teach child to play with toys. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. Teach child to answer questions. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. Teach child how to approach other children. 1 2 3 4 5 

4. Teach child about appropriate personal space. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Teach child to imitate peers. 1 2 3 4 5 

6 . Teach child the meaning of appropriate touch. 1 2 3 4 5 

7. Teach child street safety (e.g., crossing the road, looking for 1 2 3 4 5 
cars). 

8. Teach child to sit in a chair. 1 2 3 4 5 

9. Teach child to brush his/her teeth. 1 2 3 4 5 

10. Teach child tum taking skills. 1 2 3 4 5 

11. Teach child to attend to other people. 1 2 3 4 5 

12. Teach child to interact with peers. 1 2 3 4 5 

13. Teach child to request breaks from activities. 1 2 3 4 5 

14. Teach child to use learned skills in multiple environments. 1 2 3 4 5 

15. Teach child to complete activity (e.g., homework, coloring). 1 2 3 4 5 
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Please indicate how Confident you feel as of right now, that you -- .... 
would be able to do each of the following by circling the number = = .... ~ ~ 

that corresponds with your feelings. = .... "Cl "'0 
~ 5 = .... = "'0 = = "'0 = ~ = 0 "'0 0 = ea u = u 0 u 0 >-. = >-. 

u ......... 0 -...... 0 u 0 
~ ~ 

..... 
>-. ;;,-.. 0 

~ - ~ -..... 0 - s ..c:: ..... 
..... bi) "O C/l 

0 ·- 0 0 0 ....... 
~ ~ z Cl'.) u 

16. Teach child to follow routines (e.g., bedtime, getting ready 1 2 3 4 5 
for school). 

17. Teach child communication skills. 1 2 3 4 5 

18. Teach child to respond to his/her name. 1 2 3 4 5 

19. Teach child to follow two-step instructions. 1 2 3 4 5 

20. Teach child to communicate when he/she is not feeling well. 1 2 3 4 5 

21. Teach child to follow one-step instructions. 1 2 3 4 5 

22. Teach child to eat healthy foods/ variety of foods. 1 2 3 4 5 

23. Teach child relaxation techniques. 1 2 3 4 5 

24. Teach child to use gentle hands. 1 2 3 4 5 

25. Teach child to use the toilet independently. 1 2 3 4 5 

26. Teach child when and where it is appropriate to masturbate. 1 2 3 4 5 

27. Teach child to play a board game. 1 2 3 4 5 

28. Teach child to play outdoor games with other children. 1 2 3 4 5 

29. Teach child to use silverware for eating. 1 2 3 4 5 

30. Teach child to eat slowly. 1 2 3 4 s 

31. Teach child the meaning of appropriate touch. 1 2 3 4 s 
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Please indicate how Confident you feel as of right now, that you - -would be able to do each of the following by circling the number C C - ~ Q,) 

that corresponds with your feelings. C - "O "O 
Q,) = ~ ~ i= "O Q,) = = = ~ Q,) 

0 "O 0 

= 'a u = u 0 u 0 ;>-. = ;>-. 
u - 0 -........ Cl) u Cl) 

~ ;>-. cti ..... 
;;,-.. 0 ..... - I-! -..... 

~ - s ~ ..C1 ..... ..... co <ll 

0 ·- 0 0 0 - ::;s ~ z ~ u 
32. Teach child language skills. 1 2 3 4 5 

33. Keep other children or adults safe from child's aggressions. 1 2 3 4 5 

34. Teach child to ask for help. 1 2 3 4 5 

35. Teach child to communicate wants and needs appropriately. 1 2 3 4 5 

36. Teach child to dress self. 1 2 3 4 5 

37. Teach child to be cautious of strangers. 1 2 3 4 5 

38. Teach child to cross the street safely. 1 2 3 4 5 

39. Teach child to be more independent. 1 2 3 4 5 

40. Teach child to bathe self. 1 2 3 4 5 

41. Teach child to make the bed. 1 2 3 4 5 

42. Teach child to wash hands. 1 2 3 4 5 

43. Teach child to express anger or frustration appropriately. 1 2 3 4 5 

44. Keep child safe. 1 2 3 4 5 

45. Teach child to use a tissue. 1 2 3 4 5 

46. Teach child to eat independently. 1 2 3 4 5 

4 7. Teach child to participate in and initiate greetings. 1 2 3 4 5 

49. Teach child to express emotions. 1 2 3 4 5 

50. Teach child how to ask for reinforcers. 1 2 3 4 5 
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When completing the following questionnaire, please refer to one target child for whom 
you provide care. The following questionnaire will ask you to relate confidence levels. 
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Please indicate how Confident you feel as of right now that ..... ..... 
you could manage the following situations by circling the = = ..... ~ ~ 

number that corresponds with your feelings. 5 - -= -= = = ..... 
~ -= ~ = ~ -= = ~ 

0 -= 0 = ~ u '§ u 0 = u 0 ;;... ;;,-.. 
u - 0 -- (I) u 0 

~ ~ 
+-' ;;,-.. >-, 0 - I-< -~ ..... .s - a ..c: +-' ..... bl) "' 0 ·- 0 0 0 z - ::E ::E u en 

1. Child pushes another child (e.g., brother, sister, peer). 1 2 3 4 5 

2. Child destroys his/her own personal belongings. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. Child tears up work materials when presented to him/her. 1 2 3 4 5 

4. Child bangs or hits head on hard surfaces. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Child pushes others when they interact or direct an activity. 1 2 3 4 5 

6. Child screams and yells while lunging at people. 1 2 3 4 5 

7. Child hurts an animal. 1 2 3 4 5 

8. Child hits another child. 1 2 3 4 5 

9. Child refuses to sit in a chair. 1 2 3 4 5 

10. Child refuses to follow simple oneOstep instructions. 1 2 3 4 5 

11. Child throws self to floor when requested to do something 1 2 3 4 5 
(e.g., go to bed, eat dinner, do homework). 

12. Child climbs a tree out of your reach. 1 2 3 4 5 

13. Child becomes aggressive toward self, others, or property. 1 2 3 4 5 

14. Child breaks merchandise at a store. 1 2 3 4 5 

15. Child refuses to do homework. 1 2 3 4 5 

16. Child screams and struggles to get away from you in a 1 2 3 4 5 
community setting. 
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Please indicate how Confident you feel as of right now that - .... 
you could manage the following situations by circling the = = .... ~ ~ 

number that corresponds with your feelings . = .... "0 "O 
~ = -= .... 

~ "O ~ = = "0 = ~ = Q "O 0 

= = u = u Q = u 0 >-. = ;;.-, 
u ....... Q ...... ....... (I) u 0 

~ ~ -;>-. 
;>-, 0 - - 1-, ...... 

ro - 0 ...... 0.. ..c: "O - s - Oil 00 

0 ..... 0 0 0 ....... ::E ::E z Cl) u 
17. Child destroys others' property in his/her house. 1 2 3 4 5 

18 Child pushes work or activity materials away from 1 2 3 4 5 
her/himself. 

19. Child makes vocal noises continuously. 1 2 3 4 5 

20. Child pulls his/her own hair. 1 2 3 4 5 

21. Child flaps arms and fingers. 1 2 3 4 5 

22. Child picks nose, scabs, or skin. 1 2 3 4 5 

23. Child pushes chairs and/or table over. 1 2 3 4 5 

24. Child spins in circles around the room. 1 2 3 4 5 

25. Child ingests inedible objects or liquids. 1 2 3 4 5 

26. Child leaves property without permission. 1 2 3 4 5 

27. Child bites other children. 1 2 3 4 5 

28. Child defecates or urinates in his/her clothing. 1 2 3 4 5 

29. Child scratches you or others. 1 2 3 4 5 

30. Child pulls people's hair. 1 2 3 4 5 

31. Child spits. 1 2 3 4 5 

32. Child pinches people. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Please indicate how Confident you feel as of right now that 
you could manage the following situations by circling the .... -= = number that corresponds with your feelings. .... ~ ~ 

= - '"Cl "C 
~ = IQ - = "O ~ = = = = '"Cl ~ 

0 "C 0 

= = u I§ u 0 = u 0 >, :>-. u - 0 -- (I) u B - .... c::s >, c::s >, 
(I) 

..... - ~ -..... .g - 0.. c::s ..c: .... s ..... bl) <ll 

0 ..... 0 0 0 - ::g ~ z (/) u 
33. Child does not approach or initiate contact with other 1 2 3 4 5 
children. 

34. Child hits or slaps self repeatedly. 1 2 3 4 5 

35. Child bites self. 1 2 3 4 5 

36. Child refuses to leave public area and begins to kick and 1 2 3 4 5 
scream. 

37. Child avoids teachers at school/ parents or staff at home. 1 2 3 4 5 

38. Child runs when other children initiate an interaction. 1 2 3 4 5 

39. Child does not respond when requested to use a quiet 1 2 3 4 5 
v01ce. 
40. Child cries when others approach him/her. 1 2 3 4 5 

41. Child makes inappropriate comments. 1 2 3 4 5 

42. Child runs into street without looking for cars. 1 2 3 4 5 

43. Child smears feces. 1 2 3 4 5 

44. Child runs away from supervising adult in a community 1 2 3 4 5 
setting. 

45. Child picks up an item and throws it at you or others. 1 2 3 4 5 

46. Child slaps at other children in the community. 1 2 3 4 5 

47. Child pinches self. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Please indicate how Confident you feel as of right now that 
you could manage the following situations by circling the ..... ..... 

= ~ number that corresponds w~th your feelings. ..... ~ 
C ..... "'C "Cl 
Q,) i a= .... 

'a "Cl = I§ "Cl = ~ 

a= 0 "'C 0 

0 = u ~ u 
u 0 >, >, 

u ..... 0 ..... ,....., Q) u (I) 

";:l e ..... 
>, >, 

(I) 

~ - ..... ..... .g ';::l ~ ..c:: ..... bO 00 

0 .... 0 0 0 z - :g :g C..) Cl) 

48. Child rips the pages of a book. 1 2 3 4 5 

49. Child pushes work materials off the table. 1 2 3 4 5 

50. Child refuses to eat. 1 2 3 4 5 
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When completing the following questionnaire, please refer to one target child for whom 
you provide care. The following questionnaire will ask you to relate stress levels. 
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Please indicate how Stressed as of right now you think you 
would feel trying to do each of the following by circling the ~ ~ 
number that corresponds with your feelings. "i I'll I'll 

as ~ 
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1. Teach child to play with toys. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. Teach child to answer questions. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. Teach child how to approach other children. 1 2 3 4 5 

4. Teach child about appropriate personal space. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Teach child to imitate peers. 1 2 3 4 5 

6. Teach child the meaning of appropriate touch. 1 2 3 4 5 

7. Teach child street safety (e.g., crossing the road, looking 1 2 3 4 5 
for cars). 

8. Teach child to sit in a chair. 1 2 3 4 5 

9. Teach child to brush his/her teeth. 1 2 3 4 5 

10. Teach child tum taking skills. 1 2 3 4 5 

11. Teach child to attend to other people. 1 2 3 4 5 

12. Teach child to interact with peers. 1 2 3 4 5 

13. Teach child to request breaks from activities. 1 2 3 4 5 

14. Teach child to use learned skills in multiple 1 2 3 4 5 
environments. 

15. Teach child to complete activity (e.g., homework, 1 2 3 4 5 
coloring). 
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Please indicate how Stressed as of right now you think you 
would feel trying to do each of the following by circling the 'i 1 
number that corresponds with your feelings. 1 r,:i r,:i 
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16. Teach child to follow routines (e.g., bedtime, getting 1 2 3 4 5 
ready for school). 

17. Teach child communication skills. 1 2 3 4 5 

18. Teach child to respond to his/her name. 1 2 3 4 5 

19. Teach child to follow two-step instructions. 1 2 3 4 5 

20. Teach child to communicate when he/she is not feeling l 2 3 4 5 
well. 

21. Teach child to follow one-step instructions. 1 2 3 4 5 

22. Teach child to eat healthy foods/ variety of foods. 1 2 3 4 5 

23. Teach child relaxation techniques. 1 2 3 4 5 

24. Teach child to use gentle hands. 1 2 3 4 5 

25. Teach child to use the toilet independently. 1 2 3 4 5 

26. Teach child when and where it is appropriate to 1 2 3 4 5 
masturbate. 

27. Teach child to play a board game. 1 2 3 4 5 

28. Teach child to play outdoor games with other children. 1 2 3 4 5 

29. Teach child to use silverware for eating. 1 2 3 4 5 

30. Teach child to eat slowly. 1 2 3 4 5 

31. Teach child the meaning of appropriate touch. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Please indicate how Stressed as of right now you think you 
would feel trying to do each of the following by circling the ] ] 
number that corresponds with your feelings. ] Cl.l Cl.l 
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32. Teach child language skills. 1 2 3 4 5 

33. Keep other children or adults safe from child's 1 2 3 4 5 
aggressions. 

34. Teach child to ask for help. 1 2 3 4 5 

35. Teach child to communicate wants and needs 1 2 3 4 5 
appropriately. 

36. Teach child to dress self. 1 2 3 4 5 

37. Teach child to be cautious of strangers. 1 2 3 4 5 

38. Teach child to cross the street safely. 1 2 3 4 5 

39. Teach child to be more independent. 1 2 3 4 5 

40. Teach child to bathe self. 1 2 3 4 5 

41. Teach child to make the bed. 1 2 3 4 5 

42. Teach child to wash hands. 1 2 3 4 5 

43. Teach child to express anger or frustration appropriately. 1 2 3 4 5 

44. Keep child safe. 1 2 3 4 5 

45. Teach child to use a tissue. 1 2 3 4 5 

46. Teach child to eat independently. 1 2 3 4 5 

47. Teach child to participate in and initiate greetings. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Please indicate how Stressed as of right now you think you 
would feel trying to do each of the following by circling the "i 1 number that corresponds with your feelings. 1 1:1:l 
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48. Keep yourself safe. 1 2 3 4 5 

49. Teach child to express emotions. 1 2 3 4 5 

50. Teach child how to ask for reinforcers. 1 2 3 4 5 
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When completing the following questionnaire, please refer to one target child for whom 
you provide care. The following questionnaire will ask you to relate stress levels. 
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Please indicate how Stressed as of right now you think the 
following situations would make you feel by circling the 1 "i 
number that corresponds with your feelings. "i rll r:ll 
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1. Child pushes another child (e.g., brother, sister, peer). 1 2 3 4 5 

2. Child destroys his/her own personal belongings. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. Child tears up work materials when presented to him/her. 1 2 3 4 5 

4. Child bangs or hits head on hard sutfaces. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Child pushes others when they interact or direct an activity. 1 2 3 4 5 

6. Child screams and yells while lunging at people. 1 2 3 4 5 

7. Child hurts an animal. 1 2 3 4 5 

8. Child hits another child. 1 2 3 4 5 

9. Child refuses to sit in a chair. 1 2 3 4 5 

10. Child refuses to follow simple oneOstep instructions. 1 2 3 4 5 

11. Child throws self to floor when requested to do something 1 2 3 4 5 
(e.g., go to bed, eat dinner, do homework). 

12. Child climbs a tree out of your reach. 1 2 3 4 5 

13. Child becomes aggressive toward self, others, or property. 1 2 3 4 5 

14. Child breaks merchandise at a store. 1 2 3 4 5 

15. Child refuses to do homework. 1 2 3 4 5 

16. Child screams and struggles to get away from you in a 1 2 3 4 5 
community setting. 
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Please indicate how Stressed as of right now you think the 
following situations would make you feel by circling the 
number that corresponds with your feelings. 1 "0 
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17. Child destroys others' property in his/her house. 1 2 3 4 5 

18. Child pushes work or activity materials away from 1 2 3 4 5 
her/himself. 

19. Child makes vocal noises continuously. 1 2 3 4 5 

20. Child pulls his/her own hair. 1 2 3 4 5 

21. Child flaps arms and fingers . 1 2 3 4 5 

22. Child picks nose, scabs, or skin. 1 2 3 4 5 

23. Child pushes chairs and/or table over. 1 2 3 4 5 

24. Child spins in circles around the room. 1 2 3 4 5 

25. Child ingests inedible objects or liquids. 1 2 3 4 5 

26. Child leaves property without permission. 1 2 3 4 5 

27. Child bites other children. 1 2 3 4 5 

28. Child defecates or urinates in his/her clothing. 1 2 3 4 5 

29. Child scratches you or others . 1 2 3 4 5 

30. Child pulls people's hair. 1 2 3 4 5 

31. Child spits. 1 2 3 4 5 

32. Child pinches people. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Please indicate how Stressed as of right now you think the 
following situations would make you feel by circling the 
number that corresponds with your feelings. 
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33. Child does not approach or initiate contact with other 1 2 3 4 5 
children. 

34. Child hits or slaps self repeatedly. 1 2 3 4 5 

35. Child bites self. 1 2 3 4 5 
36. Child refuses to leave public area and begins to kick and 1 2 3 4 5 
scream. 

37. Child avoids teachers at school/ parents or staff at home. 1 2 3 4 5 

38. Child runs when other children initiate an interaction. 1 2 3 4 5 

39. Child does not respond when requested to use a quiet 1 2 3 4 5 
vmce. 

40. Child cries when others approach him/her. 1 2 3 4 5 

41. Child makes inappropriate comments. 1 2 3 4 5 

42. Child runs into street without looking for cars. 1 2 3 4 5 

43. Child smears feces. 1 2 3 4 5 

44. Child runs away from supervising adult in a community 1 2 3 4 5 
setting. 

45. Child picks up an item and throws it at you or others. 1 2 3 4 5 

46. Child slaps at other children in the community. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Please indicate how Stressed as of right now you think the 
following situations would make you feel by circling the 
number that corresponds with your feelings. 
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47. Child pinches self. 1 2 3 4 5 

48. Child rips the pages of a book. 1 2 3 4 5 

49. Child pushes work materials off the table. 1 2 3 4 5 

50. Child refuses to eat. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Child Assent Form 

Your caregiver is taking a class to learn how to teach you new skills. This class is part of 
a research project to see if the class is helpful. Your caregiver may be doing new and 
different activities with you. This may feel strange until you get used to it. 

Safety Measures 

You will be safe, and the things your caregiver does will not hurt you. 

Confidentiality 

Your caregiver may talk about you to other adults in the class, but will only talk in the 
class. Everyone has been told that it is against the rules to talk about you to people who 
are not in the class. Your caregiver may videotape the two of you together, and the 
videotape will only be seen by the class or by the researchers . 

Benefits 

The new activities that you may do with your caregiver may help you to learn new skills. 
The new skills may help you be happier and more successful. 

Contacts 

If you have any questions about the class or the research project, you may ask your 
caregiver to let us know, and we will try to answer them 

Child's Assent 

I have been informed about the class my caregiver is taking and that my caregiver may be 
trying to teach me new skills. 

(Signature of Child and Date) 
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QuickTips for Success: 

Behavioral Teaching Strategies 

Redwood Coast Regional Center, with HCCC and HCAR respite services, 

presents a FREE workshop series for respite workers and families of children with autism. 

This is a unique opportunity to learn to implement behavioral teaching 
strategies! Presented by Siri Ming, M.A., B.C.B.A., RCRC Behavior Analyst and 
former director of training for Behavior Analysts, Inc., this workshop series 
provides intensive training in principles of reinforcement, prompting, fading, 
shaping, and discrete trial teaching as they apply throughout a child's day. 
Participants will learn to increase appropriate behavior and thus reduce 
inappropriate behavior. 

This intensive workshop series will consist of six meetings as a group as well 
as self-directed homework assignments (including reading, exercises to 
complete with your child, data collection and videotaping when possible). The 
training is open to parents and other family members of children with 
autism, and to respite or behavior respite workers who serve children with 
autism. Class size is limited to 25 participants, so please reserve your space 
as soon as possible. 

The training meetings will be held on the following Tuesdays from 4-6 pm: 
March 11, March 18, March 25, April 1, April 8, and April 15. 

Location: Humboldt Child Care Council conference room 
2379 Myrtle Avenue, Eureka 

RSVP by February 25th to Karen Reichlin, 445-0893 ext 318, or 
kreichlin@redwoodcoastrc.org 

Please let us know if child care arrangements prevent you from attending this training. 

This training is being offered as part of a Master's thesis research project conducted by 
Deborah K. Ewen, under the supervision of Mary Gruber, Ph.D., B.C.B.A., Professor of 
Psychology. Participants are encouraged to participate in this research project, but it is 

not required. Questions about the research project may be directed to Deborah K. Ewen at 
826-7534 or Dr. Mary Gruber at 826-3748. 
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Video Tape Permission and Confidentiality Agreement 

The staff of the Redwood Coast Regional Center and the research team from Humboldt 
State University agrees to maintain confidentiality of all videotapes and other homework 
assignments submitted for the purposes of the "Quick Tips for Success: Behavioral 
Teaching Strategies". No tapes or homework information will be used for purposes other 
than the immediate assignments as laid out in the course and for course evaluation 
purposes without the express written permission of the training participants. We also 
agree to maintain confidentiality of all information conveyed to us in any way, including 
information shared during discussion of homework assignments, role-plays, videos, or 
any other class activities. 

I agree to maintain the confidentiality of all information regarding training participants 
conveyed to me in any way, including information shared during discussion of homework 
assignments, role-plays, videos, or any other class activities. 

Siri Ming, M.A., B.C.B.A. Signature and Date 

I agree to maintain the confidentiality of all information gathered from participants for 
research purposes. 

Deborah Ewen, Behavior Analyst Intern Signature and Date 

I agree to maintain the confidentiality of all information about course participants, 
including information shared during discussion of homework assignments, role-plays, 
videos, or any other class activities. 

Print Name (Course Participant) Signature and Date 

I give permission for the videotapes I submit during the training series to be used for the 
purposes of research on the effectiveness of an applied behavior analysis strategies 
training for parents and caregivers. 

Print Name (Course Participant) Signature and Date 
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Demographic Information 

Please circle the answer that corresponds to you and/or the child you provide care for. 

1. How long have you provided care for a child with autism? 
Less than 6 months 
6 months - 1 year 
1 year - 3 years 
3 years - 5 years 
More than 5 years 

2. Have you had previous training in applied behavior analysis strategies? 
Yes 
No 

3. If yes, what previous training have you had (please list previous training and the number of 
hours of training)? 

4. Have you taken classes in child development or behavior analysis? 
Yes 
No 

5. If yes, what classes have you taken (please list previous classes)? 

6. Male / Female 

7. What is your relationship to the child with autism? 
Parent 
Sibling 
Grandparent 
Aunt/Uncle 
Other relative 
Guardian 
Respite Worker 
Behavior Respite Worker 
Other ____________ _ 

8. How old is the child you care for? ____ _ 

9. How many hours per week do you provide care for a child with autism? 
1-3 hours 
3 -6 hours 
6-9 hours 
9 -12 hours 
12-15 hours 
15 or more hours 

10. How many children with autism have you provided care for? _ ___ _ 
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Effects of an Applied Behavior Analysis Training Program on Self-Efficacy and 

Perceived Stress of Parents and Care Providers for Children with Autism. 

Department of Psychology, Humboldt State University 

Parental Consent Form 
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! _______________ permit ______________ _ 
to act as my child's caregiver and give my permission as the child's legal guardian for 
_______ ________ to indirectly participate in the "Quick Tips" 
training as the child for whom _ _ ____________ will be 
implementing the training strategies learned. I understand that by giving my consent for 
________________ to work with my child, I am also agreeing to 
allow my child to be indirectly involved in a research study. I understand that 
participation is voluntary and that I may withdraw this consent at any time without 
penalty. 

Legal guardian signature Date 

I agree to allow _____________ to videotape working with my child 
as a part of the training. 

Legal guardian signature Date 

I agree to allow videotapes of my child interacting with his/her caregiver to be used for 
research purposes on the effectiveness of an applied behavior analysis strategies training 
program for parents and caregivers. 

Legal guardian signature Date 
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Training Course Evaluation: 
Quick Tips for Success: Behavioral Teaching Strategies 

Siri Ming, M.A., B.C.B.A. 

lama .. . 
a Direct support staff 
a Parent/family member 
a Teacher 
a Other: _ _ _____ _ 

My primary reason for attending this program was: 
a Subject was of interest 
a Reputation of instructor 
a Recommended by colleague 
a Required by employer 
a Other: ____ ____ _ 

Please use the following scale to answer the questions below: 
Absolutely Not- I Probably - 2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat - 4 Absolutely - 5 

1. Was this training consistent with its objectives and title? 
Absolutely Not - 1 Probably -2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat-4 Absolutely -5 

2. Was the training content and level appropriate to your experience and previous training? 
Absolutely Not - 1 Probably - 2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat - 4 Absolutely - 5 

3. Did the training expand your knowledge in this topic? 
Absolutely Not - 1 Probably - 2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat - 4 Absolutely - 5 

4. Was the training relevant to your current/future duties and activities? 
Absolutely Not - 1 Probably - 2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat - 4 Absolutely - 5 

5. Were written handouts clear, helpful, and appropriate? 
Absolutely Not - 1 Probably - 2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat - 4 Absolutely - 5 

90 

6. Were role-plays, videos, discussion groups, or other exercises clear, helpful, and appropriate? 
Absolutely Not - 1 Probably - 2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat - 4 Absolutely - 5 
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7. Were you able to complete the homework exercises? 
Absolutely Not - 1 Probable - 2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat - 4 Absolutely - 5 

8. Was the instructor able to engage and control the atmosphere of the group? 
Absolutely Not - 1 Probably - 2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat - 4 Absolutely - 5 

9. Was the instructor knowledgeable in the subject matter? 
Absolutely Not - 1 Probably - 2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat - 4 Absolutely - 5 

10. Was the training an appropriate length and appropriately paced for the content? 
Absolutely Not - 1 Probably - 2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat - 4 Absolutely - 5 

11. Did taking this training benefit you? 
Absolutely Not - 1 Probably- 2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat - 4 Absolutely - 5 

12. Did taking this training benefited the child you care for? 
Absolutely Not - 1 Probably - 2 Uncertain - 3 Somewhat - 4 Absolutely - 5 

What was the most important thing you learned that (a) you did not know, or (b) now understand 
in greater depth? 

What other courses/trainings would you like to see RCRC offer? 

If you could change one thing about this training presentation, what would it be? 

Would you be willing to be contacted as a follow-up to this training? If so, please provide contact 
information. 

Please use the back of this sheet to provide us with any additional comments ... 
Thanks for your participation! 
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· Behavior Analysts, Inc. 
QuickTips 

Serles One: Bet,avloral Teaching Strategies 

QTl: Reinforcement 

QT2: Pairing 

QT3: Instructional Control 

QT 4: Prompting and Fading 

QT5: Discrete Trials 

QT6: Correction Procedure 

QT?: Shaping 

concept nnd matmab based In pan on: • 
Teaching Ulltf!IJQ(}e to ChUdnm wu/t Autism ar O!hc'J' De""lapmenl.C\I DlsabU1ttes bye 

Mail< I.. Sundberg. Ph.D. and James W. Partl.ngum, Ph.D. 

and 

Tuacltlng Chlldrm wlll!. Loiwimoe Deiaus: A handbook Qf strateplrs and teclm!qmis for thJII clussroom by: 
Mlchollc T, Sullivan. Marl< L. Sundborg, J>h,O., Jame,, W. Pnrtlngton, l>h,D .. 

Slrt Ming. M.A., and Jean lu.,qulsto. 'M.S. 

Behavior Anaiyeul, Inc. 

PlcMMl HIil, CA 941523 

Copyright e 2001 by Beb'!,vtor Analysta, Inc. 
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Relnf'o~ement occun when a consequence to a behavior results in an 

increase in the likelihood or th~ behavior occurring again in the future 
under similar circumstances. A rei.nrorcer is that consequence !hat 

results in the increase in lhe behavior. 

Reiafon::cment stnm&theas any behavior~ithcr apprypriate or 
inappropriate--and it is not dependent on someone (for example, a 

teacher) planning out a program of reinforcement. That is, reinforcement 

occurs all the time and is one way we all le~ new behavior. 

Reinforcement can be either the presentation of a positive stimulus 

(p~nting toys. edibles, or praise) or the removal of an aversive 
stimulus (n:moving wort: lalks). 

When behavior analysts talk about the fanclion of a behavior, we are 

talkioa about the reinforcement that has been maintaining a behavior (or 

cawing the behavior to increase). 1f a behavior is occurring, Lhat means 

that: it is being reinforced in some wo.y. Oenemlly, one COJJ think of 

behaviors occwring because they are reinfort:cd by one or Lwo things: 

gettina something you want, or esceping or avoiding something you 

don't WBDt. 

Behavior might be n:inforced by access to: altcnlion (such as praise, 

other social attention, or even a "reaction"); tangible items or activities 

(such a9 toys, edibles, physical games Uke tickles, the candy that a child 

whine.! for in the grocery store ... ); and semcny stimulation. Behnvio~ 

RUghl also or alternatively be reibfoo:.ed by esca~ or avoidance of: 

attention (such as teasing, or otherwlSe .. 1.mwanted" alteotioo--being 

seeo as a ''teacher's pet'' for example); activitiM or ta.u:s (e.g., work or 

other less-favored octi.vities); and· sensory stimulation (e.g., pain). 

Re o(on:ct> affect the behavior that immedlately pm:cde! them. 

Tbe~fore, provide reinforcen as quickly as possible following a desired 

behavior-waiting too long will reduce the effectivcncssi of the 

ntinforccr, end' increase the poasibility that some other (posaibly 

undesired) behavior will ·be reinforced, 

Use the principle of dlffereotlal reinforcement: sa~e higher .. value" 

rciuforcm for more difficult, more independeol, and better responses. 

Have Yarlely and me small amounts to ovoid satiation-motivation 

changes from moment to mo~ol, and reinforcen can lose their value if 

they me used over aod over again, or~ sometimes availnble .. for f~"-

Reinforce desired behavior Crequmtly ! Aim for five to six limes as 

many interactions following desired behavior as internctionsi following 

und~d behavior. 

•ea"~~ 

ln order to use the principle of reinforcement efrectively, you must have 

an idea of what is reinforcing for your child . Think. aboul your child's 

preferences for food, coys, personal possessions, social interaclions, or 

activities . Wtiat does he tell you he wants? In some cases, your child 

may be able.lo lead you to items he want! or, alternatively , sign or name 
them. If not, what items does he play with, touch, or otherwise engage 

with when given the opportunity? Look for preferred sensory 

stimuhnion-auditory, visual, tactile, vestibular, ele List out all the 

features of some favOrite items or Loys. and explore olher items Lhat have 

similar features . For example, your child may like a stuffed frog toy . 

Would he like other stuffed animals? Would he like olher soft. ilems? 

Would he like other green items'? Would he like other frog toys? If ii 
mnkes noises, would he like other items that make noise? Be a de1ective, 

and don\l be afraid to try out things that seem silly-remember, 

reinforcers can be literally anytrung al all! 

From these sowccs you will develop a list of pottnlial reinforcers. 

However, you must obsenre your child closely to determine if a 

particular item is in fact acting n.., a reinforcer~ Remember thaL a 

reiofo~r increases behavior-so, if your child is nol responding any 

more, you may not be reinforcing adequately . If your child docs nol 

make any attempts to access the item. it may nO{ be a reinforcer. Your 

child's behavior will teU you if the item you have is truly a reinforcer. lf 

you give your child a cookie but he tosses it on the floor, the Cookie is 

not likely to be a reinforcer at that moment (at least not in the way you 

might think-it could be a reinforcer if your cltild makes a game of 

throwing cookies on the Ooor!). Alterno.tively, ir yow- child eaas the 

cookie and then reaches for 11Dolher, the cookie is probably a reinforcer. 

Remember, lhe key criteriou for recognizing ;:i reinforcer is whether the 

behavior is being maintained or increased over time as a result of 

receiving the, item. lf you give your child a cookie when he comes to the 

table wheo called, and the (n:quency of coming to the table when called 

1..,.......: them the cookie is oc:tlo ., o n,ioro=r. 

l <tflvcMl.e.11~•------------• 
The Irey to being able to effectively use reinforcement lo Leach yoor child 

appropriate behavior is in kuowing what is reinforcing right now for 

youc: child. Obaervlllg your child's behavior is aitical: what is he 

showing you Lhat he wants in this moment? Whatever that is, Lhal's Lhe 

reinforcer to use. Now you have the opportunity to reinforce good 

behavior or present an instruction and reinforce yourctiild's response. 

Note also that the difficulty of the response (the "response effort"') will 
also affect the level of motivation. While an ilem m11y be sufficiently 

reinforcing for an euy response. it might DOl be ~worth it" for a more 

difficult response, especio.lly if other reinforc:en are available for less 

''work". 

La~. G.I. (1994). Th• pow,r of posiJiv, par,nJinr. Logan, UT: P & T Ink. "Chapter 2: How Behavior Develop," 

Martin, G.L., & Peer, J.J. (1999). B,havior modificaJlon: What ii is and haw to do it, 6th ed. l!nglcwood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Holl, "Chapter 3: Getting 

Behavior to Occur More Often with Positive Reinforcement" 

PryOf, K (1984) Dor1'1 Shoot the Dog. New York: B111JW11 Book.s. "Chapter I: Reinforcement is Better than Rewards" 

/,klooor, B.P. (1951). Sci,ac, and lu.man b<havior. Now Yixk: Pree P=s. 
Unlv~lt of Alhllba.ca.. Oallnc tutorW on Po,ltivc Reioforcemcut. ht ://servcr.bmod.athabascau.ca/html/ 
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Exercises: Identifying Relnforcers 

D Watch your child/student for 30 minutes in an unstructured situation with relatively free access to itema: what items does s/he 
reach for, walk towards, interact with, touch, or otherwise show interest in? 

D When your child is given the opportunity, what activities does s/he prefer to engage in? 
D Are there any common themes. to the itema and activities your child seems to enjoy-sensory modality (visual, auditory, 

vestibular ... ), process (spinning things, banging, putting in ... ), etc.? Think of at least five additional potential activities or items 
that involve this theme. 

D Can you add to your list considering the categories of reinforcement by access to: attention (physical or social), activities and 
items, or sensory stimulation? 

Potential Reinforcer• for 

Reinforcement Checl<llst 

D consequence appears to be something that the child wants 

D vartety Is available 

D dellvery Is Immediate 

D delivery Is contingent on best response 

D. the amount of effort required to get reinforcement Is not too high 

D high effort responses are reinforced more highly 

1:1 prompted, mastered. or otherwise low E!ffort responses are reinforced at a lower level 

D Inappropriate behaviors are not reinforced 

D potent1al relnforcers are not available 'for tree· at other t1mes 

D there Is a high ratio of lnteract1on following approprtate t;,ehavlor vs. Interaction following lnapproprtate 
behavior 

Copyright Cl) 2001 by B,havior Analysts, Inc. 
www.behavioranalysts.com 
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'Whg'r. I• ·~olrl~g"? 
Poking b lhe procc.u by which you atabl!Jh younclr u • reinforotr, in 
order 10 build• po.sill•• n:IGliuMl:tip and rnppon with your studcm (for 
P=•t<. yourohild).11 invol•u the 11U<>Oi•1ion or~ "oeutr:11 stlmulu.," 
(you, other ins1ruc:l0r1) with an e-xi,:tlog rci:nlOfcc:r. ,aml raulu n the 
"nculral 5limulw'" bccominK n:lnforclng. It is also the p~ by which 
you call • hllpC! <he social ,~Ub or in1emc1ion aud <n10H<m•n~ 

There ore two primaty aspect, or pairing: 
Pre.senlmg yourself and your W"Ords in associalion with the delivery 
of n:inforcers. · 
Reinforcing interaction and engagement behavior al whatever level 
is appropriate for the child. 

First, ensure thal you flave identified a variety ol potential reioforcers to 

pair with. Once you have these items and activities, simply present them 

to the child, at the sllD'le time, pairing yourself aod your words with the 

delivery of that reinforcer. For example, you might say, "Here comes the 

tickle monster," and then tickle your child's tummy. By announcing the 

tickle in lhia way, your words are associated with a poaitive experieilcc. 

Alternatively, if you tickled your child and thc:o said, "I tickled you,'' 

your worrl.s would have little impact and your child would have a harder 

time leerniog that good things come with them. When you are pairiog. 

you will oot ·place llDY demand~ on your child. ReinfOf'Cemeot will at first 

be "free." and then simply be cootingent on some fonn of interaction 

with you-and this interactiou may be very small (even simply being 

wiu, you°' -wmoching you, a, 6m. ron vc,y early h:=cr) or fairly 
involved (singing a M:KlX with. you or plnyio_g a same, (or ; more .social 
learner). 

Many begiooing inslructon feel lhey occd to bmnige lhe student with 
reiufoic~ when pairing. Instead, let µtc child's beba~or guide you. 

Once your child !l.al'u to engage with you. wait for signs of iDteraction 

and interest (no matter how small, you should see some signs) before 
reinforcing. If your child continues to engage with you, then the item or 

activity you are iuine is probably reia(orciag. JO ~P wiog iL Wait for 

tha child to cod the activity or show signs of disinterest before 

aUempting to cogag" them in a diffen:mt activity. 

You shotild also take care not to become associated with the termination 

of oogolng reinfon:ing ~tivitiCJ or other oeg:stive expericoceJ For 

example, if your child i! cllmotly engaged in play, and it iJ necessary to 

transition to another acti~ity, don't interrupt his play with II demand. You 

could bring the cum:nUy reinforcing activity with you to the nexc tDSk or 

acti~ity (if yow child was ploying with trucks io the sandbox, you could 

briog one of the trucks with you lo the next activity). Even better, when 

possible you could become involved in lhc on&oiog play &Ctivity, such as 

pushing the swing that your child is sitting on. The key is to interact with 
your child without ioterrupting a fun activity--<lltimately, to blur the · 

boundaric.s between "play" aod "work". Of course, you will never be able 

lo ·completely avoid all negativcnr noo-reinmrcing 1uperiences. 

Nevertheless, you should aim to maximize positive experiences and 

miaimize negative ooes, particularly when fml working with your child 

more intensively. Your tnchiug time lhoold be can:fully lhoogbt oot lo 
OOIU,O thot· lt b ., ... 1nromo u iblo. 

Copyright© 2001 by BehJJvior Analysts, Inc 
www.behnvioranalyats.com 

While many primary caregiven are already welt established as a source 

of ~inforcement, as they begin to place more demands, they will need lo 

also be sure to maintain this posilive relationship. Parents who have 

fewer interactions with their children may need 10 systematically 

esUlblish this relationship, as will ony instructors coming into the home 
to help work with a child, or lhosc Working at school with the child. 
Really, everyone involved with a child, including you, should spend Lime 

pairing with ~inforcers. The idea is for the child to want you (or any 

other instructor), to respond favorably lo your presence, and to come to 

you when he secs you (rather th.an avoiding or hiding from you). In order 

for this lo happen. you mwlfrequenlly pair yourself with reinforcement: 

oot ·ust al the "be ·naiu "of workio with a child but aJwa s. 

~ate of -.-eliif.q,r£-r~ ~or.;., },• J# poJrirut7 
While. you mQy usociD.le )!()Lu~lf with the delivery of L\J'ty ilems or 
activities the.\ )"01.t_t chUd finds rciinforclng, it will be ea.tic&! lo pair with 
thoJe items and activities that: 

Are euily oon<ro!lable by you 
Can be delivered multiple times, fo small amounts 
Go away by lhe0l3elves (you don't have to ~move them) 
Axe somehow better with yOU than without you (you are a criticaJ 
part or these items or activities being 1ood or fun) 

lo order to be able to use items and activities as reinforcers in pairing, it 

is ~tial that you maintain control over them. That is, you mus1 

restrict access to Minforcers, and only deliver reinforcers when your 

child is interacting appropriately with you (or otherwise behaving in a 

manner you would like to i.ocmL,e). It a child can independently get 

favorite toys, for example, then those itcmJ will not h.aVe the same 

"power'' as if he can ooly gel th.em when he interacts with you during 
painug. . 

Dos 

Reinforce Joawropriatc behavior. 
Tum a reioforoer into a task.. 
Be associated with negative evenu. 

Pair younclr and your words with the delivery of rc:infon:ers. 
Roln!OC'CC interaction and engagement 
Control access to reioforcen. 
Choose ~oforem that aR better with you than withoul you. 
Be!~ you are using hcJN r.od qcdvities your chiJd wanlJ in that 
momeiu (follOW yow_: chlJd'.J le.lei and iotcf':sts). 
NIU'f8lO activities (ralhcr lhan instruct). 
Bvalu.ate yourself often: does you, child nm to you or away from 
you? 
Pair frequently! Pairing is MVf!r ••finished." 

Sundberg, M. L., & Portinglon, J. w. ([9981. T,ach/"'1 ltuts•«IJI• to 
c:hlldr,:n w;,1, aulism or other developmental dlsn.blll1~s. 
Pleasant Hill, CA: Behavior Analyst,, Inc. Chapter 5: 
Beginning Language Intervention. 
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Potential reinforcer• to use when pairing with 
• Easily controlled by you 
• C8ll be given frequently and in small amounts 
• Go away by themselves · 
• Better with you than without you 

lnteroc:tlon skills to shape for 

.. 
• child Initiates engagement with Instructor 

• Instructor reinforces engagement/Interaction 

• Instructor pairs self and words wltti the delivery of reinforcement 

• · reinforcers appear to be something the child wants 

• Instructor narrates activities 

• Instructor Is not associated with negative events 

• relnforcers are small, eaally controlled, and con be presented multiple times. 

a variety of relntorcers ~ ovolloble 

• Instructor Is a crltlcal part of the reinforcer/reinforcing activity 

Copyright© 2001 by Behavior Anmysts, Inc 
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What r. h1wtr,iltll0t1iil c:omri,I? 
Instructional control is lhe likelihood that your instructions will evoke 
a correct response from your child/student (your instructions "control" 
the responses of your child). lf you do not have instructional conlrol, you 
might describe your child a, "rioncompliaot", or "nonresponsivc". 

Instructional control involves two critical components: 

You must be .woclated with the deJivery of reinforcement (see 
QuickTips: Pairing). 

You must develop a history of reinforcing compliance to your 
instructions. 

~{~ 
Developing instructional control is an ongoing process that moves from 
pairing into Leaching new, mo~ difficult skills. The key to this strategy 

is to maintain a high success rate. At the beginning, you might spend 

mosl of your time with a child simply pairing with reinfoo::emenl, until 
you have established a good rapport. At that point.4 your child's success 
rllle should be at 100%---lhere really should be no demands whalsoever. 

The next phase is to introduce U:15truclionaJ control activities along wilh 

pairing activities. Again, your child's success rate should be near 

100%---all the instructions should be compJelely easy :wd mastered. 

Once your child is happy to sec you, interacts easily with you. and 

respoods readily to known Ulatructions. then you arc ready to introduce 
the teaching of new skillil. BUi even at this point, you should aim for a 

high success rate: at least 80%. To maiotaiu this level, you must be 

including a flow of pairing activities and io,tructional control (C119y) 

activities aJ.oog with the introd~on of any new skills. 1bc process of 

pairiug and mai.ntainiog instructional coo.lrol con~~ forever. 

Once you have successfully pair~d, begin lo present inslructions for very 

easy (mastered) skills. For a child with very few skills, this could be tis 

simple as a "nigh five," a visual motor task such as puuing a single fonn 

box piece in, instruclions such a!'! "sit down" in Lhc contc~t of an activity 

(e.g., sitting down for snack) and so on. When your child complies with 

these instructions, reinforce that compliance heavily! As tbe hislory of 

reinforcement for compliance grows, your inslructionaJ control grows 

and you can gradually increase the difficully of instructions. 

If you are not sure if your child knows how Lo respond lo a particular 

instruction, you have two options. One, do not present the instruction in 

You should be sure lo control access to a particular reinforcer until your 
child has complied with. 11 task. Thal 1.s, a reinforcing item should not. be 
made available lo your child "'for fru''• If your child can get the 
reinforcer without hu.ving to comply with instructions (for example, 
simply by going and getting it himself), he will not have much rellSOn to 
respond Lo your derna.c.ds. 

There arc a few things you can do to control your child's access to 

reinforcing items. When working with your child, keep all rei~forcing 

materials near you. Having the rcinforcers close to you will allow you to 

decide wheo to deJiver 3 reinforcer, rather than your child being able to 

.. help himselr' to tbe reinforcers. In addition. when you deliver a 

rcin{orcer, only give small amounts of the reinforcing ilem ill a ti.me 

(c.i., a sip ~f juice, a small piece of food. a brief view of a movie, ten 
secoods of tickling. etc.). By only deliverinJ: small amounts of 

reinfor,;:m at a time, your child will want more, and you will th~foce 

"t to n:.xrn moro ia1urucdon~. 

ScJllnJ1 b Ute sollillf! c:oach,ci•• ID leamin3, or dl,.mcliog r..,m !coming? How CI\D you chu,gc lhe .. ulnJ to mm tho OCli.ity mon, fun? Do yoo 
nocd to n:movc diwoctloo.s? Do you oecd to "disJUlse" lhe -k by doing t In• dlffuen1 ,.uln&, sud\ 11> during ploy or In on ..,,Mty such as 
c:oolciag? Do y011 IIOCd to DUOClato tho work seulag wi1h mono n:lnfon,emco~ by·r.,.. ClllllJllo, doma mo,a fun 110tivld0> 111 tho mbl47 

Tm: How C4ll yOu modify the,.,~ >0 llmt your child ls more moti•otcd to pnnicip 14'/ Can )'OU nuika ll ...,k,7 IJ It too boring? All: yo,, .,,,...ring 
100 mnny or the ,amc types of tub at or.:o ~ you RUlldnJ 1uro yw rni:o In knowo llfols with new trio!• •o 1bn1 1ho success rate ""Y• high? Aro 
you followlnJ thrCJU&h on ll1J lnsu11<:tioru wich prompting ,o 1ha1 chc1-c is no rclnfon:ernm1t ror noocompllnoc:o? 

Copyright (I) 1001 by B,havior Analysts, Inc. 
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Most motivating •ettlng for _______ _ 

Known (ea•y) slcllls to present to 

Potentlal way• to reinforce c:ompllanc:e: 

• Instructor Is paired with the delivery ot reinforcement 

• Instructor presents mpstered (known) lnstructtons 

• Instructor reinforces compliance fo mastered Instructions 

• Instructor reinforces appropriate behavior 

• Instructor prompts and follows through on Instructions as nec89SClry 

• better responses are consequated with higher value relnforcers 

• Instructor controls access to relnforcers 

• reinforcer used appears to be so_methlng the child wants 

• variety and choice of.relnforcers are available 

• Inappropriate behavior Is not reinforced 

Copyrighl 10 2001 by B,havior Analysts, Inc. 
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Prooq,U OR aoylhin11 Iba! help your child/Jtudeot rospood correctly 10 an 

instruction. 1bey ~ pvcn in adtf'uion IO wha&eve.r insttuctioo you would 
like to evoke a particular rosponse. Then, are ma,y di!fet9!1t IYP"' of 

p,ocnpu, including: 

Pbrllcallpartlal ph11ical prompu: physically manipulating your 

child's bands/body ,o that the re.opoose oc;cw, (auo often called 

"hand over band"). 
ImltadH md edwic prompts: UlOdeling (physically IT yocally) the 
correct answer (e.g , clappio& yow- own hands as you &ivc the 

instruction , "clap hands": saying .. cal" when you uk. what a picture 

of a cat i1). 

Gerllunl ·prompts: either giving a partial model, or gesturing to 

iod\c:atc the location o( the correct response (e.g., pointing to the 

chair as you say "sit down'1 
'f'osf;tlonal prompts: moving lhe stimuli in an am.y so that the 

com,ct choic:c is clcac- (e.g., moving the correct choice closer, \ 

1educlni the uny of choice,) 
Dinct nrt>al prompts: vernal iruuuc1ioos that !di the child e<actly 

what lO do, often as part of• multi-slcp task (e.g., saying ''turn on 

the _,,..., when yoo arc working on washing hands) 

IDdirect nri>al prompts: a vort>al ''ltinl" that a ..spon,c should 

occur, without saying exactly what to do (e.g., saying "what do you 

need to do ocxt?" when working on washing tumd.s) 

lirTorita larulq involves pmseoimJ • inslructioa wilh a prompt, ,o 

Iha lbono LI a 1~ chance that Y<lU' child will be correct. Wbcn using 
emxt ... leamiq, the instruction is - pr,,,cnled wilhout prompts until 

the prootp!> have all been systomatically faded. Thia technique should be 

used wbea leaching new skills, and is pcticularly helpful wbeo 1C3ching 

early J_,,..., a. ii minimizes the l'ruotralioo that would I'C5Ult from 

frequent crron. Brrorless lurnio1 lDvolvcs fading out prompl5 

1ystematically over a period of time, rather th.an trying to transfer the 

skill to indq,cndonce immediately (sec Quick:Tips: Com,ction 

Procedw-c). 

Poe Cltaa,plc, 10 i-:11 your child 10 imi- lappioJ the bible, give the 
instrucsion, "Do this" while tappiqJ the' r.blc ODd physically prompting 

the <-.po<U< by placing your band 011 hill hmd and '-i•g the table, 

Ooco ihis level of the still is stroo&, tho next time yoo give the 

inRrur:Uoo, move your hand to bis wrilt so that he i1 tappln& more 
iodep<ndcntly. Lalu, try aod 10 a lilllc fuJ1h« &Dd move )'OW' hand to 

his low..- mn. Thon, try a partial physical prompt. tceplt11 your lwicb Ill 
his low..- m1R and ptt!y ptahia1 hiJ band down so !bat be completes lhe 

actioa. Bv-..Jly you should be able to give Ibo lrulrucliotl "Do this " 

while l&ppml Ibo table, aad evoke !he com,ct respomc without any 

~ - This ii jull one example or the ,equ,o,ce of promp11 that yoo 

caa ...,, Some c:hlkhn may not nocd this m.111y prompt lloveil, while 
<Jll¥,ro _, n,qun maay b:lail III oach lovel. 

Fadin& is the syslemllic ran.oval of promptS, and is essential if you want 

your chlld to indcpcndcntly mpond to your inmuctioos. 

To fade , yoo should'inlroducc incrcuillgly subtle prompts after each 
correct respoosc from your child. To increase your child's indcpcndence, 
you 5hould adjust the reinforcement so that your child ~iv~ more 

powerful rclnfoo:en with each inc=ncnt of -ss-more 

indopcodenl responses shoo!~ get inQn, reinfon:cmenl thao moro 
prompted rosponaes. Yoo should wo try to vary the promp1 style u,cd, 

so thai your child docs not bocomc dependent upon a specific type of 

prompt U,ing the - lnlrPII .. prompt will make fading easier. that 
is, uoe partial promp<s r>lher than full ~. imitative rather than 
physical prompts, and gestural or positional prompt., rather than more 

direct prompts (such as physical or imitative) whenever possible. 

Bcfo~ br while giving a prompt. always ~tate tbe original instruction 

so lhat the response will be given under the control of the instruction 

rather than the prompt. If, for exarrlj>le, you &ive the instruction ''Touch 

cup," and your child doc.sn ' l respond, and you thee lap the cup withOUl 
repeating: fOU( instructioo, you will ooly teach him lO attend to your 

prompts. In this Cl<llrll!)le, yoo should he sun: to "'PC"I, "Touch cup" 

before or as yoo tap the cup so th•l your child responds 10 both lhe 

instruction aod the prornp<--lhc 11oal, of COUl>C, being to gel the child lo 

IOOCb. the cu whal lmtrudod, wilbout lhc beln n<CO$W • 

Then: are many tachiag factoB thal may ~bute to prompl 

dcpeodcnc:y, aad prompt dopcode,>cy may al,o result whcu ao 
innppropriatc skill i, targeted.. ~ 31'1' 50l1lC key poiotJ to remember 

whco promptin1 (also see QuickTips: Com,ction Procedure, Disc"'te 

Trials, aod lnstrucliooal Cootrol): 

Be~ you have your child's attention before prescatin& an 

il)slructioo.. 

Wait (up to 5-7 sccoods) for an independent ~sponsc bef~ 

assumin& that your child is not goiog to respood. 

Be~ you have an effective ~iaforocr. 

Repeal the instnictioa wbenevcr you provide: the prompt 

Attempt In fade tho prompts as quietly as pouiblc. 

Rt:infon:c loss prompted (more iodepcndenl) responses more highly 

than more promp<cd (less illdcpendeol) respooscs. 

Another po1eutial problem a,;a. is -.erteot promptloc. 1f yoor child 

<Mpoods comidly only to a certain iDIIIudor, it i& pouible that she is 

inadvertently promptmg the rapon,e (OC, Iha sbc ii lbe only ODC will, 

rood ilUtJ'UCtlonai cootrol). Have ,omoooc ol>,crve you, or videoCapc 
you,,elf, lO WalCb for hl>dvcrlenl prompts. Some commoo iNldvcrteul 

prompll :n: kloking Ill the corRCt a,swcr, providio1 imilalivo D< echoic 

promplt ..- n:alhing it, movina the com,ct larlct. alway, baving 
lhc com,ct amwer in the same poailioa or oolcr, and cluongh,1 your 

expn,ai011 dcpcDdinc oa wbolb<i- I.be child _.., lO be reachiDJ for the 

COR'eCt aarwer or DOL 

Matin, 0.1,., A Poor-, JJ. (1999). &ltavior ~ : 'Wl,at II i, and how 10 do ii, 6ch ed. Bogkwood Oitrs, NJ: Ptfflticc Hall. "Cluopt<r 9: 

O.volopiag Appropriate Bel>avior with Fadlac" 
StioDcr 8.J'_ I 953 • Sd«ncc and /uanaJJ behaYior. New York: Pree Press. 
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Exercise: Identifying a Varlrty of Prompts 
Selecl several skills lhal you are trying 10 leach your child. How many different ways can you prompt these skills? Rank these in order 
of intrusiveness. 

Sklll: 
IDBtruclion: 

POSBible prompts: 

SkiU: 
IMlrucllon: 

Posoible prompts: 

Skill: 
Instruction: 

P088lble prompl.8: 

... 
O the prompt used Is me least Intrusive one that will ensure success 

O If there Is no response to the prompt a more Intrusive prompt Is used until the Child Is successful 

0 a variety of prompts are used to teach the skill 

O the instruction Is repeated with the prompt 

O Instructor attempts to fade the prompt as soon as possible 

O less-prompted responses ore reinforced more highly than more-prompted responses 

o Instructor gives sufflclent ttme (up to 5-7 s) after Instruction _berore repeating the Instruction with a prompt 

o Instruction Is presented when the child Is attending 

0 Instructor Is not Inadvertently prompting the response 

Copyright \0 2001 by Belunilor Analy,ts, Inc. 
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• r •,.; .:• •,.! 

Dit<n,tc trial iulrlactioo ii a method or lacbin1 <poci!lo skill,. Toe 

imtructioa ii IDllde up of V""f specific uaits or "discnlle trials." Each 

discrete or individual trial consists of lhree pets: 

s•------->ll:------>S• 

S": dl:ocrlmlmoll .. lllmulu.--thc iDSlruction, mawials, etc. Iha! come 

to evok.e the desioo response, lhroogh a history of reinfoo:cmeot 

II.: rapon.se---,die re,pon"' to the s0 

s•: rmaf'orammt for a COIRC1 respon,c {or another consequence for 

inco= responding; sec QuickTip: Co=ctioo l'ro<:ecl=) 

To use ~le lrial.s., you must simply detennine the appropriate 

wording of the inatructioo for the r-espome you want lo teach. present 

that instruction, and reinforce correct R$pOl)ding. Toll.I, the likelihood 

iocreues that the child will make that same respome to thal. instruclion 

in the future(,.,. QuickTips: Rcinforcemcot). Dis=te trials may OCC\l[ 

in aoy Jetting, with groupt or individuals, and with almost any skill 

Oiicmc trial, =. rimply, good effective teadiing. 

Befon: -ting the S0
, make sun: you have your child's/student's 

atlcutioo, and you have potential r,,inforc,n available You miBht need 

to adjust your po.,iliollioJ or p,-escot • nustcml (known) trial to ensure 
!ha your child i., atteodmg and responding. It's alway, a good idea to 

"w1m1 up" with a few euy iostructiOIIS. Try to avoid ~ways using your 

child's oame as an atteotioo-getting device: if lhe only limo he hear> his 

name i5 when it is usociatod with Mwod", then it may become aver.sive 

and lead to worse attmdiog: rather than better! 

Be !Ure to present the s0 in a clear, coocisc, and ~mlcot manner. 

Usina: loo many words can make attendma: to the most critical words 

difficult At the beaiooing, you want lO make sun: that reinforcement for 

n:spoudlag is IWOCUltod with the most importa11t pmu or the S0
• Later, . 

you can begin to va,y the wording. Whee using emirien learning (5"0 

QuickTipa: Prompting and Fading), you will pre3e11t the S0 with a 

prompt initially. 

Only pnoscat the S0 one time befOl'O doin1 >Omethi111 ~tiler 

replah,g your child's MIOlll ioo, or COll'OciiuJ Im _.. c
QuickTipo: Corrcr:tioa Proceclun,J. Simply rq,caliDf! !bes• wili not heip 

yoar cbild to be sucoa,IW, 

S.. Q,,ldTlp,: lf.wvr,rt:-
Uoe _,;fie pnue: - wbol it wu !hal yo. cl!ild did cam;tly, to 
c:n,or,, mm,; IOXpOSlft lO !be laqu-.go--=illl<d wi.lh lbe raponae, and 
to plir lbc 1-with Aria!-. 

U,e I variety or remrorcen. io small - 11111 C0111roJ access lo 
reiruomn 00 that your cmlcl doea IOI bocome ~ or tbae ia DO 

iooontivc lo reopoDd becauoe that item ia anilaiJlc "for Ji,,e" al olhcr 
-· Use your cbild', name within the rclnfon:anea! so !hat it is 
~ wilh poaidvcs. 

Copyright C 2001 by B,havior Analysts, Inc. 
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1bcre ~ mmi7 advantqe:s to using ~scrcte trials: 
Imtructioa1 an consi~t across iustructon (since they a~ pre

defined); consistency is essential when teaching children with 
language delays. 
A hist, - or-ie..crung trials is possible, since skills arc broke,, 
down into smaller n:sponses; a high rate o( teJponding is essential 
wh<n teachia& chiidnm with langlJlllc delays. 
Data collection is easier when the correct response is clearly 
defined. 
Consisleucy of reinforcement. ror correct responses impro'1es the 
rate of acquisition. 

Some potential drawbacks of traditional, s_lructured discrete trial 
approaches requ~ careful programming atkl il broad view of discrete 
lrials: 

ff discrete trials are not conducted in many different settings, 
gcocrali.zatioo of skills mi&ht not oo..-ur rapidly. Theref~. present 
t~s t:vcrywhere! 
If the s0 docs not vary once the skill is lcamed, lhe skill may nol 

generalize I.O m:m oatura.1 wording of insln.Jctions. lbcrefore, begin 
Lo vary the S0 as soon a, the skill is learned! 
If functional skills are not targeted, they may oot be maintained 
owside lhe structllffil setting. Th=fOl'O, larJCI functional slciU, Iha! 
willb<llledc wlw:tcl 

FiBt, be sun chat you know ahead of time what the corm:t res po nae is! 

lbis seems obvious, but especially in cases where articulalion is poor, or 

you are wortinc oo multiple word answen, it is very important for 

everyone I.O kDow what you haw CWTCntly defined as Utt: cocrcct 

response. Reinfon:iag something less than the best response can resull in 

"backsliding", while holding out for somethin1 loo difficull Clltl resull in 

frustntt.ion and attempts to escape from teaching. 

Give enough time for your child to re:ipond to the S 0 before you asswne 

that there wiU be no response (i.e., before prompting the response). 

Waiting as loo& as five lO seven seconds may be necessary for some 

chilclml (if their attentioo illld motivation can be maintained), and it i, 
often better to llave a longer wait tupe but an lfldtpend,:ot ~sponse, lhan 

to have to prompt 800 fade your prompts. Once the skill is beuer known, 

you can wed on dccrcuing the wail time (the latency), 

Do not consider n:spooses that OCClJI" with inappropcute behavior to be 
comet. Do not consider cbaioed n,,pon,:es-spas,ing, givin1 IDllitiple 
anJ'll'OD--4o be coma. ID thetc l.,.11,.,.._ follow the~ 
procodun, for ao uicormct n:spon,e. When shapiD& (,ee QuictTipo: 

S OU will consider .. ximalion IO be a COfiect 

Koegel, R.L., Schmbmm, L., Good. A., Ccmis)ia, L, Murphy, C., & 
Koescl, LK. ( 1989). How lD t,aclt pivotal IM/unriors to 

cnlldr,o wlllt asui.sn,: JI troioin& ,,.,.,._L S•ta Barbara, CA: 

Univenity of Callromia, Santa Bart>an. 
Lovaas, 0. I. (1977). Th, aldt.tic drild: lAnir""I• wclopm,oJ tloro•gh 

IMJta,,ior modijicalion. Now York: lrvingt011 Publishing. 

Sundber11- M. L., & Partington, J. W. (1998). T,achlog lan1uag, to 
cltlldn" will, auJl.sm or otlur IUt1~loptMnlal disabilitiu. 
P1euon1 Hill, CA: Behavior Anal SIS loc. 
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E!xercl•e: Teaching In the Natural Environment 
Discrete trials can and should take place in many different sottinll", both more structured and loss structured, and in the context of 
ongoing, motivating daily events. Choose a setting or activity that your child enjoys (e.g., bathtime, cooking, at the zoo, etc.) and plan 
out what skills you might teach, including possible instructions and reinforcers: 

Setting/Activity: c.g: Getting dressed 
S0

: Get a,shirt/Iock8/panlS/shoq {laid out on bed) R: gcuing ilem ,:equesi.cd 
SD: Which one do you pill on your feet? (item< on bed) R: select socks or s~s 
S0

: What color is the shirt? R: name color 
SD: Give me your allJl/leg/headlhand etc. R: putting out arm etc. 
Etc .. . (note above examples are not all for the same level!) 

Setting/Activity: ________ _ 
D 

Settlng/Actlvlty: ________ _ 
D 

Setting/Acttvlty: _ _____ _ _ _ 
D ... R._ ______ _ 

D1screle Ttlols Checklist 

a Instructor ensures child Is attending before pre,entng 'if' 

a 'if' Is concise and clear 

a 'if' Is appropriate for tosk 

a instructor allows sufficient t1me (up to ~7 s) for a response 

a Instructor reinforces correct responS9S Immediately 

s•: praise, tickles, bounce on bed 
s•: pmJSC, tickles, sock puppet 
s•: pull ing shin on hend in goofy way 
s•: tickle on body pon 

a lnstl\Jctor does not reinforce chained responses or Inappropriate behavior 

Cl ltem/actMty used as reinforcer appears to be something the child wants 
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Wliat ,.,.,__.~ 'ij,f-~irdot'.-? {i:': 
Correction procedure should be the con,equencc for an incorrect or lack 

of response to an instruction (S°) (see QuickTips: Discrete Tria1s). lt is a 

systematic method of prompting and fading . Rather than punishing the 

student for incorrectly responding, such as by saying "NO," a correction 

procedure is a consequence that helps the student lo be successful 

quickly (thus avoiding much frustration). The goal or a correction 
proccdwe is to get tbc correct response to occur to an unprompted S0 (so 

it can then be r?:inforced). The steps are e.s follows. 

When your child/student gives an incorrect response, or does not give 

any response (but is clearly auendiog), you should 1IJUTlediately represent 
the original s0 with enough of a prompt to ensure succcss--whatever is 

lhe least intrusive prompt that you are sure will help your child be 
correct right away. For example, if you ask your ch.ild, ''Touch cup," 

while holding up a cup and a .shoe, :ind your child responds by !ouching 
the !hoc, pff:!leot the S0 again and immediately prompt the correct 

response by, for example, moving the cup closer, tapping the cup, 

wiggling the cup. removing the shoe, etc. 

Once your child responda to the prompted s0
, reinforce this response 

with specific praise, and tbeo begio to Fade the prompt. For example, if 

your child responds to your question "Touch cup," when given a large 

positional prompt. say, '1llal'sright, that's the cup." You may or may 

not at this point then n:pcat the s0 and give a smaller positional prompt, 

depending on your knowledge of now your child typically =ponds. 

Next, present the s0 again, trus time with no prompt. If your child 

responds correctly, .reinforce with more praise or- a better reinforcer thBn 
the previous time. Depending on how new the skill is, you might also use 

a small tangible or physical reinforcer. This step is called a tnmsler 

trial. The purpose of thio trial is to "transfer" !he n:.sporue from lhe 

prompted S0 to lhc original unprompted s0
. This step i, critical to 

getting the child lo -d to the original instruction without prompt!. 

If your child i!I incorrect on the transfer trial, attempt a few more tir:nm 
using a less subtle prompt. If your child fails lo respond after a few 

attempts, end the correction procedure ou the most indepcndcol (least-

in!ltead. To get him lo re!pond, and re!lpond correctly, you need to 

implement a correction procedure: 
You: Repeal the S0 "Knock." and give an imitative prompt by 

knocking on the table 

Student: responds by knocking on the table 

You: "Nice knocking." 

You: P~sent the S 0 "Knock" without the imitative prompt 

(i.e., wjthout knocking on the table). 

Student: knocks on the table 

You: "Wow! Great knocking!" (and perhaps tickle the 

shldent). 

Then, you might present some olher trial!I, but before endiag the session 

or moving on to olher tasks, present lhe S0 "Knock." one more Lime. If 
the student responds with a knock this time, reinforce with guslo. 

Once your child has responded conectly a few times to the original 

instruction without prompl.J, you may add some additional steps lo 

increa.,c the likelihood that your child will respond independently the 

aex, time the instruction is presented-your goal being for the child to 

remember the correct response after being asked Lo do other responses. 

One option is to present one (or a few) distracter trials after the 

UDpromptcd response, and then immediately return to the original S0
• A 

distractcr trial may be any mastered in!llruction. h "clears the !Lale" so 

that your child is not simply repeat.ing the same response over and Over, 
witltoul bevDlg to auend to the s0

• Aoothor option i, to in~ the 

complexity of the respoose in some way. Thi1 might include, for 

oxainple, inc:R'asing a.a array of choica. Additional options are to simply 
do a oompletely different wk, and lh,n come back to the original s0

. 

The key is that you an: having your child return to the iruitruction he waa 

having difficulty with so that he gets more practice, and haJ the 

opportunity to mar,, indepeodenlly =pond (and get much higher 

reiDforccmcnt for that better miponsc). 

Although with many childn:n, the correction procedure goes very smoothly, there are a ownbcr of points at which your child may respond 

incorrectly. "The over-rid.ht& rule is to always end on your chi.Id', l1105t iodependently successful re5ponse. Another critical (and ofteu-m.iucd)point is 

lhal yoo should be'""' to save Ute hlghoot nrinforcen fa, whon your child mponds to an s0 the very first limo, without baviitg to so through 

comction ~ . Otherwise your child may learn that the best results come when he is wrong and then allows you to prompt him through 
correction. The tno3,t likely point for an incorrect response to be made within correction proceduni is following a distracter trial. If this occws, simply 

return to a prompted _S0 ood then the tnm:tfer trial. Stop after a com:ct transfer trial 811d do SOJ:?C other types of trials to regain a h.igh success rate. 

Sometime., it i., difficult to got tho child to re,pood corm:tly to a transfer lrial. This may point up olher problems wilh prompt depondency (sec 
Quicl<Tip,: Prompting and Fading), or it may mean Iha! with thi, paruculor skill it may bo beneficial lo do errorle.,s learning r.ither than comction 

~lll"!:, in order to avoid frwtntion. In any case, fade your promplS as much a., possible, and end with the least intrusive prompt you can. Be sure 

that less-prompted respoo,es get more reinforcement than mon: highly promplCd rezpooses. A third pM!libility i!I lhot you are unabla to gee a 

successful response even with prompting, or only with very intrusive PfOmpta. 'This indicateJ that you either need to work on instructional control 

(,ee QuickTipo: Instructional Cootrol), or on tea:hing your cbild lhe skills oecessary to n:.spond to the prompt., you are using belcm, trying lo teach 

this current skill. For example. if you are trying to teach a vocal Label, but your child cannot voco.lly imitate, then it would be better to drop. work on 

vocal labeling, and instead work on your child's ability to vocally imitate. Your child must bo able to respond lo tho prompts you uso in order for you 

to be able to effcctivel utlliui oil.her co(TI!Ction ure or errorlcss 1Camio . 
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Exerc:lses: Prac:tlc:lng Correc:tlon Prac:edure 
This is an exercise to do with a role play partner-your spouse, another child, a friend , another therapist, etc. Select a bunch of 
pictures. For one of them, either make up an imaginary name for the item (write this down so you don't forget ii!), or use the name of 
that item in a foreign language that your partner doesn't know (don't tell them which one you're doing this with, or what the name is 
yet). Using the two different language activities described below (an expressive and a receptive skill), practice correction procedure. 

1) With the pictures on the table, present instructions to "touch (name of picture)". When you get lo the made-up or foreign name, 
your partner is likely to be wrong. Practice teaching this new word with correction procedure. Be sure you have good reinforcers ! 

2) Hold up eocb picture ond Mk "what's llli•?" When you get to the mode-up or foreign nomc; your partner is likely 10 be wrong. 
Prnctlco tcachlng this now word .with c-0rrection prootdure. Be sure you have good rcinforc<ti!I 

Correction Procedure (teaching new skills) 

1) Present 5° Reinforce HUGE If correct 
(make sure you have child's attentton) (best posslble reinforcer-e.g., bowl of popcorn) 

-------end here if correct·------
continue on if incorrect or no response: 

2) Present 5° plus prompt 

3) Present 5° NO prompt 

Reinforce little 
(specific praise or small amount of tanglble--e.g .. piece of 
popcorn) 

Reinforce medium 
(en1huslasttc praise or small amount of tonglble--e.g .. two 
pieces of popcorn) 

----If successful to this 'point: dlstracter trial (reinforce)---

4) Present 5° Reinforce big 
(tangible, enthuslasttc praise-but not as much as If correct 
at Step 1-e.g., handful of popcorn) 

• e ti 

CJ Instructor presents s0 when child Is attending 

CJ If incorrect o; no response, Instructor immediately presents S° again, with a prompt 

CJ Instructor adjusts prompts for success as necessary 

CJ Instructor fades prompts as necessary and Immediately presents ff' without prompts 

CJ Instructor presents a dlstracter trial if child has been successful 

CJ Instructor returns to original S° 
CJ relnfOfcement Is varied according to the Independence ofthe response 

D Item or activity used as reinforcer appears to be something the child wants 
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Shaping is the differenti1d reinforcement of apprmdmations towards a Toe change ia the behavior itself is what distinguishes shaping from 

larget response. For many skills, you can prompt the correct response, prompting or developing instructional conlrol over existing skills. When 

and reinforce the response when it occurs. However, sometimes the prompting, the response stays the same, while the antecedents Lo the 

response You want never occurs even with prompting. The reasons may response (the inslruction and prompts) change. Jn shaping, the 

be that the response is too complex or foreign. For example, suppose you instruction stays the same:, while the response changes to become more 

want to teach your child/student te say the word "book." However, when accurate (as the criterion we use to determine reinforcer delivery 

you give lhe instruction "say hook," he just says "bah." If you were lo change~ur "definition" of the correct response changes). 

woit until he said "book" to reinforce the response, your child would 
probably stop ~sponding entirely. Alternatively, the skill may b~ beyond Generally, shaping is used for skills that cannot be prompted 

your child's level in other ways-for example, sitting quietly in circle easily-such as vocal imitation (echoics), fine motor sKills, general 

group for 15 minutes, when right now he can't sit longer than I minute. muscle strength and coordination, and increasing the duration of 

To teach such new responses, you need to relY on sh.oping. participation in activities. U prompts are possible for certain steps of Lhe 

Shaping develops new responses incrementally, rnee.ning that you 

reinfort:e responses that come close to (are approximatio_ns of) lhe new 

behavior in a stepwise fashion. Each time the student makes progress, 

you give more reinforcement r~r those better re.,ponses, wh.ile decreasing 
reinforcement for lesser responses. Withholding reinforcement for the 
earlier responses results in response variation, allowing you to reinforce 

shaping proce:JS, lhey may nevenheless be used-shaping does not rule 

out the use or prompts, it is simply a different procedure. Shaping may 

also be used with a student who is heavily dependent on prompls to 

respond, in order to reinforce more independent responding. 

If your child can make the response that you are trying to teach, but 

simply does not do it when you nsk (for example, he has very good fine 

motor control, but will not imitate a sign when you ask), then this is 
probably more a matter of needing to gain instructional control (see 

QuickTips: lnstructiooal Control) rather lhan needing to shape the 

response~ However, if, for example, you are trying to teach your child to 

v~a1ly imitate the word "book", but you have never heard him say this 

There are lhree elements to the shaping pr<>ee:dum: the terminal nsponM, ,1tarting point, and lhe zucce:1siw approximations. The terminal ~sponse is 

the new bel;iavior or final objective of the shaping procedure; the slartiog point is a response that the student can do and somewhat resembles the 
terminal response (for example, the response •'bah" to your S0 ".say ~•); and the ruccessive approximations are the steps that define the path the 

student takes from the starting point to the tcnninol rc5pOlll50 (for example, "bah," then "bub," then "buub," then ''book"). 

lndentifyinc successh-e appruilmatlons: consider the paths that your child might take towards the termiQal response and which st~ps along the path 

will receive reinforcement Although your child may not take the exact path yo• plan ou~ by identifying po.,.,ibl• steps, everyo.,. will bo mon, likely 
to observe ~ small improvements your child mak.e.!!I. All instructon should highly reinforce the highest level of response that the student has 

achieved. If one instructor highly reinforces a lesser reJponse than the stlldent is capable of, the sludeot will oot be motivated to give higher level 
responses with other insttucton 

Reinlorda1 appro:dmatlo111: Start out by reinforcing the .starting point response several limes, or until it occW3 reliably to the imtruction. Then, 

reduce the amouot of reinforcement you deliver for that step (consider that step response mastered), aud wait for your child to give a higher level 
response (the next step) before reinf01Cing heavily. When your child does give a higher level response, and is beginning to be somewhat consistent 

with it (don't "bold out" if the bettor rospoose has only occum,d once!), do oot reinfon:e the lcs.,er response any loogcr (al this poinl with some wlli, 
prompts.may be given to pedomi the cunent level of res_ponse if the student makes a lesser response at nny time). Repeat this stepwise process or 
reinfmciog better responses highly and ceasing to reinforce lower level 'responses until yoor child reaches the target (tenninaJ) n::sponse. 

A few rules of thumb exist to guide you from one step to the other. F'l.lSt, never move lo (require) a new step until the previous one is consistent. 

Second, ~cc the level or reinforcement for mastered steps to increase the likelihood of the student moving forwaid.. Be sure to strongly reinforce 

any improvement, and stop reinforcing luser responses when improvement is me.de. Third, make sure you are looking for small enough steps so that 

the student can succeed. If your child stops rt:5p0nd.iog, tint check the effectiveness of your reinforcers, and theo evaluate the steps of your 

roccdure, Final.I rem.B(D.ber. :most ioitructon · w.ith ln before the come ficient. Stick with it. 

Martio, G.L., & Pear, 1.1. ( 1999). B,havior m<>d(fi<atlon: Wloat il u and how to do it, 6th ed. Eoglewood Cliffs, NJ: Pnmtice Hall. "Chapter 5: Getting 

a New Behavior To Occur: An application of shaping'' 
Pryor, K. (1984) Don't Shoot the Dog. Now York: Bantam Books. "Chapter 2: Shaping: Developiog ,nper performance withont straio or pain" 

Skinner B.F. 1953 _ Scien« and human ~havior. Now Yark: Free P=.s-
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Exercises: Shaping a behavior 
To practice wping, try A vcBion of the "hol/cold .. gnmc. Ho•e on• member of o group leave the room, And select D paniculor n101or 
kill 10 "shape" ror your "stuclont", For the purpo.,es a{ this •~•rtisc, you must lmngiac thot you connot prompt the sk ill in any 

wuy-your"student" docs not speak EngH,h, canr,ot follow instructions, •nd connot l.mitote you! When your " tudcnt" rc1ums. try 10 
shape the behovior you hove t.u:gcted, by providing some shon rcin(oroing sian•l (such BS~ clop or click of• clicker) whenever he 
mukcs an opproximotion townrds the dc.oircd skill. Po, example. if you hove sckcte<l "t\lro around in circles" os 1J10 ~kill , whcncvor he 
begins 10 rotate his .body, you would click. A.~ he ro101es more. click more. lfhe stops rotntlng. don't click-wait ror • n op(Jroximntion 
10 rc1urn. Yuu might Ond "supen1)1ious• bchnvior arising•• you inadvertently rain for.cc mnn: th n Just tho response you nre after. 
Al&0.11$ un .!duh. your "siudcn1" might bo 1rying IO "renson out" t~c carrcct rcsp0n10. Nonclhcless. you "lill sec the power of shnpin& 
Note lhatshoping • new skill wllh your child wil l tnke considerably tonger 1hnn this demonslratiun ... 

Sldlls -ta shape for 

elect •ppropriatc skllts 10 shspc for yaurcblld. Identify s111rting ond tennlnal n:.sponsoo o.s well ., possible ••~cc.ssivc nppro,in101ions 
and rcinfon:cn 10 use. For CJ<nmple, shaping "staying with rm: in the grocery store" might huve a swung poinl of walking in 10 1he 
grocery store and bock ow. w11h successively longer forays in. going in and pun:hMing • favoritC item (with • rcinfurccr or gcuing 1hc 
llc:m), purchasing rnultiplc iten1. , <tc. Shaping the articulnrlon of u SOllnd or wotd might stnr1 wi th >ny •ocul production in rc.sponsc 10 
your instruction. with $UcCOMivcly mllrc ru,curnto vncnl imitailon. Kecp trock or your child's cum;n1 lcvat so everyone kn0w, his bcsl 
response. 

Skill to shape: _ _____ ___ _ 

so: 

Starting point. 

Reinforcement. 

Successive ?PProximaHons: 

0 better approxlmattons are reinforced highly 

O responses are reinforced lmmedlately 

Note cuaeot tavet 

O lesser approximations are reinforced at a minimal level or not at all 

O Instructor appear5 to know child's best level of response 

o consequence appears to be something that tile child wants 
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